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TV Aerials Sheffield 
TV Aerials Sheffield are only a phone call away, call today to book an appointment and one of TV Aerials Sheffield’s office team will be on hand to
offer friendly advise and get you booked in.  TV Aerials Sheffield can help with all your TV Aerial and phone line repairs, as well as offering advice on
CCTV. We also provide information regarding Multi-room systems, Free View, Free Sat and Sky Q.

Contact TV Aerials Sheffield today on 01143583478

Or direct on the mobile: 07860244274

TV Aerials Sheffield have 5-star reviews making us the top choice for customers who are wanting aerial services and more.  Offering the most
current HD home entertainment systems and with over twenty years of experience and training TV Aerials Sheffield offers all our services at the
most competitive rates. Our engineers also provide Cat5, Cat6, HD points for the most modern smart televisions and audio system installation
services.
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TV Aerials Sheffield, What We Offer?

TV Aerials Sheffield have been installing TV Aerials for over twenty years, our professionalism and efficiency is achieved through continued training
and experience.  Our 5-star reviews reflect how hard our engineers work in order to ensure a top rate service.  Whatever your needs, TV Aerials
Sheffield are always on hand to attend.
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Whether it be a full aerial installation, an extension into another room or a TV wall mounting we will attend your home or business and meet your
requirements.  Further services include phone line installation and repairs as well as designing bespoke TV or CCTV systems for your premises. TV
Aerials Sheffield aim to provide a wide variety of services to all customers and all at competitive rates.

TV Aerials Sheffield offers the most current packages and the equipment we use is the best the market has to offer. With the introduction of 4K TV
and CCTV systems, more and more customers are requesting this amazing visual experience for their homes. Learn More Here Now.

Satellite Dish Installers Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield are trained to supply, fit and install satellite systems to receive foreign channels/programs. If you require foreign channels our
engineers are more than happy to provide this service.  Once a booking has been made the engineers will contact you on the day of your
appointment to notify you when they are roughly 30 minutes away.  This will give customers enough time to get back home if they are at out or even
at work.

On average an appointment to supply, fit and install a dish takes no longer than an hour.  When the dish is installed and the box has been set up, the
engineer will provide you with a demonstration and advise you how to use your new equipment, this includes how to use Catch Up TV, how to record
as well as how to pause and rewind live television if this option is available.

Satellites such as Hotbird, Astra, and Eutelsat broadcast a wide range of Polish, French, Spanish, Russian, Italian, German, Arabic Albanian,
Romanian and Bulgarian channels. Turkish channels can also be received by aligning a dish to Turksat or Digiturk whilst Greek programs are
available on Hellas Sat. Contact Us today to learn more about satellite Installations by TV Aerials Sheffield.
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TV Wall Mounting Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield can install the most current TV Wall Brackets on the market. Our aim is to provide you with an appointment with one of our
trained engineers within 24 hours. When most people purchase a new television they want them to be the centre of their living rooms. Sitting around
the television and watching programmes as a family has been a tradition for generations and we know how important erecting a new TV set is to our
customers.

Also, TV Aerials Sheffield will endeavor to provide you with our services as soon as possible. Although supplying TV Aerials and Satellite dishes is
our main provision, TV Aerials Sheffield also supply, fit and install a wide range of TV Wall Brackets. The options include fixed or flat wall brackets
which are ideal for a larger television, tilt or swivel wall brackets which are perfect if you require your television tipped towards your seating area.

Learn more about TV Aerials Sheffield and how we can help with an amazing TV wall mounting service. Please feel free to contact us to arrange a
Free consultation by calling 01143583478.

How much does an aerial installation cost in Sheffield?

How much does an aerial installation cost in Sheffield? TV Aerials Sheffield are on hand 6 days a week to help and advice about any of the services
that we offer.  From TV Aerial Installations, Phone Lines or CCTV Systems we are more than happy to hear from you should you require any
information on any of the services available.  We aim to put the needs of our customers first, you can speak to our office staff over the phone or they
can arrange a site vist where the engineers can provide a free no obligation quote.

In some areas of Sheffield, TV Aerials Sheffield advise installing a 52 Element TV Aerial that would support a number of additional rooms.  You
would receive Yorkshire television. Dont hesitate to contact TV Aerials Sheffield for a free quote from Gary’s team today.

Aerial costs will also vary if an amplifier is required, an amplifier will be needed to boost the signal strength if the aerial supplies more than one room
or if you live within a poorer signal area.  Amplifiers are charged between £49+vat and £69+vat, this is dependent on the mast head amplifier that is
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being used.  If you want any more info on Aerials and costs please ring us at TV Aerials Sheffield  and we will answer all your questions.  Call now
on 01143583478

Show 10  entries Search:

Showing 1 to 7 of 7 entries

Worksop 52 Element TV Aerial £179 + Vat

Sheffield 32 Element Aerial £139+ Vat

Dronfield 15 Element Aerial £99+ Vat

Hope Valley 20 Element Aerial £119+ Vat

Chesterfield 15 Element Aerial £99+ Vat

Rotherham 32 Element Aerial £139+ Vat

Mexborough 52 Element TV Aerial £179 + Vat

Barnsley 20 Element Aerial £119+ Vat

Area  Aerial Needed  Price 
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Sheffield Freeview Aerials 

Many homes use a High Gain Freeview Aerial as some areas of Sheffield are known for the poor reception, within these areas customers may opt
for a Satellite installation, as these are best when the reception is poor, however, a High Gain aerial will work just as well. TV Aerials Sheffield can
install a 52 element High Gain aerial to ensure that customers receive the best quality reception within their homes.

This will enable you to receive all the available Freeview television and radio channels. A Freeview aerial would most commonly be installed onto
the roof and a pole may be required to lift it to ensure the best reception is picked up. A standard Aerial Installation would include the aerial, cabling,
lashing kit and bracket.  As stated in areas of poor reception a larger pole may be required.

CAT5 Ethernet Cable Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield specialise in installing turnkey Cat 5e, Cat 6 and Fibre Optic cabling.  Our engineers will supply and install all the cabling that is
required to set up your main communications system within your home or business. Call us today for all your DATA Cabling Service options
07850636902.

The engineers at TV Aerials Sheffield will come out to your property to discuss, plan and create a bespoke communication system to suit your
premises and budget.  TV Aerials Sheffield can also test and investigate faults on an existing system. The service we provide is cost-effective and all
work is covered with a twelve-month warranty.  Please feel free to read our reviews which express the genuine feelings of satisfaction and
appreciation from our previous customers across Sheffield.

TV Aerials Sheffield guarantee that we will customise your system to suit your requirements, whether it be a home system or for business premises. 
We appreciate that within most modern-day working establishments CAT5/6 Data cabling is fundamental to any office set up.  Call us free for
advising and information 01143583478
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Sheffield Smart TV Installation

Using internet connectivity Tv Aerials Sheffield can set up your Smart/Internet televisions enabling additional programs and online apps.  A simple
way to describe how the Smart TV works is to describe it as having a built in computer that can be accessed via the TV screen.  Through a Smart
TV you can access various online services, web browsing, social media, online messaging and much more.  Smart TV’s have fast become the most
popular choice for homes and families.

Smart TV’s allow you to stream media from phones or computers onto your TV through a system called DLNA.  For any questions or queries relating
to Smart TV Installations or help purchasing a TV, call TV Aerials Sheffield who would be happy to provide you with the information and knowledge
that you require.

TV Aerials Sheffield can offer the best Smart TV Installation service throughout the Sheffield area.  We will even help you set up Netflix or Amazon. 
To learn more about Smart TV Installations call us now on 07850636902

CCTV Installation Sheffield

At TV Aerials Sheffield we also supply, fit and install CCTV Camera Systems.  Using Hikvision and QViz systems customers are able to view their
homes or business premises through their mobile phones and other devices, this ensures peace of mind from wherever you may be.  We can help
design the perfect bespoke camera system to suit your requirements and budget.  The systems ensure you can view your property from anywhere in
the world.  Remote access is compatible with Windows apps, Android, iOS and iPhones.

Theft can course a serious financial burden, regardless of whether it is in a home or business.  Intruders, burglars or even employees can all be
deterred from theft or damage if a CCTV system is installed.  TV Aerials Sheffield will arrange an appointment with an engineer who will call and
survey the site, discuss the various camera systems and provide you with a quote.

TV Aerials Sheffield only provide high-quality CCTV systems which can be tailored to suit your individual requirements.  A free site survey is offered
and the engineer will come along and advise on the best system for your property.  With every installation comes a twelve-month warranty.  Only
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experienced, qualified engineers carry out the work and once the cameras are installed the engineer will provide a full demonstration and
explanation on how to use the system.
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Communal Aerial and Satellite Systems in Sheffield
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TV Aerials Sheffield have over 2o years worth of experience installing communal aerial and satellite systems for hotels, apartment blocks,
universities and elderly care homes.  These systems are installed in a completely different way to a domestic single aerial or dish.  These communal
systems have to be planned and designed to serve multiple televisions, all from the same system, ensuring a perfect picture for each individual
property.

Precise planning and preparation is required before the IRS aerial and satellite system is introduced, as the system must have the ability to service
multiple televisions.  As SkyQ is fast becoming the popular choice, we can also future proof a satellite system for the SkyQ change over.  TV Aerials
Sheffield can supply systems that will receive digital television, Sky Q, CCTV as well as a variety of foreign channels.

For More Information On Communal Systems please call us now on 01143583478

WIFI Installation in Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield can offer full home wireless systems, boost your WIFI throughout your home or business and all at competitive prices.  Our
service is reliable, rapid and doesn’t break the bank.  Call today and TV Aerials Sheffield can come and assess your WIFI, offering advise, repairs
and installations.

Through a visit our trained engineers can then advise whether it would be best to install a Cat5 cabled or a wireless system at the site.  The
engineers will also ensure that the signal is at its optimum strength throughout the property.  Often the most effective way to transmit a good signal
throughout the house is to install a combination of wired and wireless.  This enables the signal to be distributed more evenly.

Alternatively a wireless mesh WiFi system like the Ubiquity or TP link system can be installed. This is the most superior WiFi home and business
network system. Also sometimes a simple access point WiFi network, installed onto every floor, as well as assigning a different SSID if needed, will
separate the network.

Call the office today on 01143583478
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Sheffield’s Wireless CCTV Door Bell Installations

Do you keep missing the doorbell or the delivery man?  TV Aerials Sheffield are now installing revolutionary doorbells that can be answered via your
mobile phone wherever you may be.  The latest wireless video doorbells can be installed at your property form £199+vat, they include a chime to go
inside your property as well as phone alerts.

Through the door bells video phone alert you can speak to the caller through the wireless doorbell and instruct them on where to leave a parcel, this
way you will never miss a delivery or a caller at your property.  The wireless doorbells also have motion detection.

I you would like advise and information on the doorbells then TV Aerials Sheffield are more than happy to come out and give you a demonstration
and familiarise you with the easy to use app.  Simply make an appointment with the office staff on 07850636902 and we will call.  The app is so easy
to use for all the family.

The video doorbell is becoming ever more popular, call today for more information or to book an installation.

In fact, if your still not too sure then TV Aerials Sheffield will come to your home or business and let you try one free of charge. Because we are so
sure

Sheffield Telephone Repairs 

At TV Aerials Sheffield we do not charge for coming out to the property or by the hour.  Leading phone companies often charge to attend as well as
further hefty charges for fault finding and repairs. These can be as much as £120 per hour.  Our independent engineers will attend your property,
investigate and identify the problem before giving you a quote for the work that is required.  As long as you are happy with the quote they will then
carry out the repair, installation or any other maintenance work that is required.

Our local Sheffield engineers can also test broadband speeds and again improve this, if it is necessary.  We also offer connection solutions and
additional sockets for half the cost of BT and we don’t have long time scales, our engineers will attend within a couple of days, not weeks.
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Feel free to call for all your telephone and internet requirements.    We offer so many services, from telephone and Broadband Faults, Telephone
Landline Faults, Cable Extension, Socket Installation as well as Cisco Phone Systems Installation, Maintenance, Modem, and Switch Installation
and Office Network VoIP Phone installation.

We will attend your premises at the first opportunity 01143583478
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Home Theatre System Installations Sheffield

For help and advise on designing and installing a home cinema system within your property, TV Aerials sheffield have over twenty years worth of
experience in the service.  Nowadays there are so many differing systems on the market, we at TV Aerials Sheffield can explain and inform you
about  the various equipment and help you to create a bespoke cinema within your property.  We have installed home cinema into basements, lofts,
out buildings and even garages.

It is important that we design to suit your specific requirements but most importantly, your budget.  Our competent team of staff will deliver your
cinema system, which will then all be managed and maintained by TV Aerials Sheffield.
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With a years warranty you will have the peace of mind that should you need us, we will return.  We can offer a first class service throughout
Sheffield. Please call us for advice today 01143583478

HDMI Multiroom Distribution

TV Aerials Sheffield are nothing less than amazing when it comes to installing 4K HDMI multi Room Distribution Systems.  Our services enable you
to create any size of 4K or 1080p HDMI matrix using a 1 Gb network and Cat 5e/6 cabling. Whether you require this installing into a residential or
commercial property, we will carry out the work all across Sheffield.  Varying combinations of inputs and outputs are possible, and the system can be
easily extended  to accommodate additional sources and screens throughout your Home or Office at a later date.

We also provide HDTV Distribution of 4K, Video over IP and HDMI solutions that deliver seamless AV integration.  As an official TRIX HDBaseT
adopter and alliance member, Blu-stream is firmly positioned at the forefront of this advanced technology.  Through an integration of the latest
pioneering chip sets our TV Aerial Sheffield based engineers have trained in the latest developments in the world’s most innovative range of AV
distribution products.

Call today for advise and information on this service 01143583478
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Sonos Installations Sheffield
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Our Sheffield based engineers pride themselves in their ability to future proof our customers homes and business premises.  We provide Sonos
Connect services, installing home automation solutions using intuitive touch screen interfaces and smart technology.  TV Aerials Sheffield can
enable our customers to be in control of their homes and businesses from wherever they are.

TV Aerials Sheffield can install audio components to enable you to stream all the music you love throughout your property.  Sonos is a wireless HiFi
system.  Sonos systems can be installed into one room or extended into any other number of rooms within your property, filling your premises with
music and sound.

We offer a number of services, including the maintenance and installation of Sonos systems within the Sheffield area.  Our staff will design and
create the perfect Sonos music system for your home or workplace, then install and configure the system.  Transforming your home into your very
own home cinema.

Call us today to speak to one of our engineers 01143583478

Sound Bar Installation Sheffield

A sound bar is the easiest way to improve your TV sound without adding a full 5.1 surround sound cinema system.  Many properties don’t have the
room to accommodate a home cinema system, so a soundbar provides the perfect alternative.

TV aerials Sheffield have recently been inundated with requests for the service as sound bars are now a must.  They are simple to install and set up
as they can be configured with all televisions on the market.  Soundbars include wireless sub-woofers and wireless Bluetooth music streaming as
well as network access and HDMI & optical connections. Adding a soundbar or speaker system increases the quality of your sound phenomenally. 
A sound bar can be added to any television as the audio outputs are now standard on the televisions of today.

Please get in touch if you are considering purchasing a soundbar we would be more than happy to help and inform you on the various speakers on
the market.
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Audiovisual Installations within Sheffield
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TV Aerials Sheffield have trained engineers who can design and take care of all of the tunings.  This will allow you to make the most of your
components without having to do any of the installations on your own.  We can also hide the wires, ensure that everything is programmed to a single
remote, and much more.

When you are considering purchasing an audio and video system for your home or business, please call us at TV Aerials Sheffield and we will
attend and provide you with a quote for an installation.  Our team can also recommend the best audio and video equipment to suit your space as
very often  looking at the variety on the market can become confusing.

Our reviews speak volumes about our hardworking efficient engineers, so call today and take the hassle out of your decision.  Let us help and install
the perfect audio visual system for you.
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TV Aerials Sheffield Signal Level

Central Sheffield Dronfield Hope Valley Chesterfield Barnsley
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TV Aerials Sheffield

Waleswood Industrial Estate 
Waleswood Road 
Sheffield 
S26 5PY 
01143583478 
08000132341 
07860244274 
adicommunications@outlook.com 
TV Aerials Sheffield
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Please Leave TV Aerials Sheffield an Amazing Review

At TV Aerials Sheffield we get a kick out of inspiring our customers, the chance to impart to you real customer satisfaction, a small review is all we
ask from our loyal clients.  These are the things that make us attractive to others – addressing your needs and surpassing your expectations.  There
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is nothing more satisfying than seeing our clients completely satisfied with their TV Aerial Installation.  Please take time to read through our reviews,
or write a little comment TV Aerials Sheffield are more than happy to hear from our loyal customers since 1999.

Areas Covered by TV Aerials Sheffield

Sheffield, Dronfield, Hope Valley, Chesterfield, Rotherham, Mexborough, Barnsley, Worksop

Arbourthorne, Heeley, Highfield, Manor, Norfolk Park, Wybourn, Park Hill, Broomhall, Burngreave, Neepsend, Netherthorpe, Grimesthorpe,
Pitsmoor, Firth Park, Fir Vale, Longley, Shirecliffe, Shiregreen, Southey Green, Parson Cross, Bradfield, Dungworth, Hillsborough, Holdworth, Hollow
Meadows, Loxley, Malin Bridge, Middlewood, Stannington, Storrs, Upperthorpe, Walkley, Wadsley Bridge, Wisewood, Wadsley, Fox Hill, Abbeydale,
Carter Knowle, Nether Edge, Millhouses, Batemoor, Beauchief, Greenhill, Jordanthorpe, Lowedges, Meersbrook, Norton, Norton Lees, Woodseats,

Attercliffe, Brightside, Darnall, Meadowhall, Tinsley, Wincobank, Broomhill, Broomhall, Crookes, Crookesmoor, Crosspool, Fulwood, Ranmoor,
Ecclesall, Endcliffe Park, Ecclesall Road, Greystones, Hunter’s Bar, Millhouses, Sharrow Vale, Nether Edge, Whirlow, Brincliffe, Birley, Gleadless,
Gleadless Townend, Frecheville, Hackenthorpe, Intake, Ridgeway, Fence, Handsworth, Richmond, Woodhouse, Gleadless Valley, Dore, Totley,

Bradway,Coal Aston, Dronfield, Dronfield Woodhouse, Holmesfield, Unstone, Beighton, Crystal Peaks, Halfway, Mosborough, Owlthorpe, Sothall,
Waterthorpe, Westfield, Eckington, Killamarsh, Renishaw, Spinkhill, Anston, Dinnington, Laughton-en-le-Morthen, Aston, Aughton, Harthill, Kiveton

Park, Swallownest, Todwick, Wales, Calver, Eyam, Grindleford, Hathersage, Stoney Middleton, Bamford, Bradwell, Castleton, Edale, Hope,
Yorkshire Bridge, Chapeltown, Crane Moor, Ecclesfield, Grenoside, High Green, Oughtibridge, Thurgoland, Wharncliffe Side, Wortley, Penistone,

Thurlstone, Millhouse Green, Oxspring, Stocksbridge, Deepcar, Bolsterstone, Catshaw, Hasland, North Chesterfield, Old Whittington, Holymoorside,
Grassmoor, North Wingfield, Tupton, Wingerworth, Mastin Moor, Brimington, Barlborough, Clowne, Inkersall Green, Staveley, Bolsover, Calow,

Sutton cum Duckmanton, Scarcliffe, Ashover, Clay Cross, Pilsley,
Brinsworth, Catcliffe, Canklow, Clifton Central Rotherham, Masbrough, Moorgate, Treeton, Whiston,

Greasbrough, Kimberworth, Rockingham, Thorpe Hesley, Munsborough, Scholes, Ferham, Rawmarsh, Wentworth, Parkgate, Bolton-on-
Dearne, Goldthorpe, Thurnscoe, Brampton, Wath-on-Dearne, West Melton, Mexborough, Swinton, Kilnhurst, Adwick Upon Dearne,

Herringthorpe, Hooton Roberts, Ravenfield, Thrybergh, East Dene, Bramley Hellaby, Maltby, Thurcroft, Wickersley, Braithwell,
Central Barnsley, Birdwell, Stairfoot, Worsborough, Kendray, Ardsley, Athersley, Monk Bretton, Lundwood, Royston,

Brierley, Cudworth, Grimethorpe, Shafton, South Hiendley, Darfield, Wombwell, Hemingfield, Elsecar, Hoyland, Jump, Blacker Hill, Barugh
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Create your own review

TV Aerials Sheffield

Average rating:   170 reviews

Apr 12, 2019by Dylan Ambridge on TV Aerials Sheffield

New Tv Aerial

Had some really decent work done by Aerials Sheffield

Apr 12, 2019by Bob Carrol on TV Aerials Sheffield

Freesat Dish Installation

Thanks for today lads brilliant work honestly

Apr 12, 2019by Sarah Pearson on TV Aerials Sheffield

Satellite Dish Installation

Green, Cawthorne, Darton, Dodworth, Gawber, Mapplewell, Pogmoor, Staincross, Wilthorpe, Tankersley, Kexborough, Creswell, Thorpe Salvin,
South Worksop, Whitwell, Blyth, Carlton-in-Lindrick, Langold, North Worksop, Shireoaks, Woodsetts
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You installed my satellite dish last week You did a really neat and tidy job and it still works perfect thank you

Apr 12, 2019by Georgia Townsend on TV Aerials Sheffield

Tv Wall Mounting

Good job Gary thanks 👍👍

Apr 12, 2019by Lewis Teale on TV Aerials Sheffield

Tv Aerial Extension

Brilliant work today from Tv Aerials Sheffield

Apr 11, 2019by Mckenzie Cairns on TV Aerials Sheffield

New Tv Aerial

Brilliant installation today lads thank you

Apr 11, 2019by Cameron Breslin on TV Aerials Sheffield
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New Tv Aerial And Cable

Had my tv aerial installed by the lads today they did a brilliant job and all my new tv Aerial and cable was all installed with no cables in sight
a very neat and tidy job and all works well thank you Tv Aerials Sheffield

Apr 11, 2019by Louise Jones on TV Aerials Sheffield

Sky Magic Eye System

Thanks for all your help and advice I know can watch my sky in all my rooms off of one box it’s brilliant thank you

Apr 11, 2019by Brian Former on TV Aerials Sheffield

Telephone Line Repair

Thanks for fixing my telephone line

Apr 11, 2019by Ryan James on TV Aerials Sheffield

Do A Brilliant Job

Excellent service
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ADI COMMUNICATIONS LTD

Contact Gary Anytime of day 
0800 0132341 
07860244274 

Email Now

REVIEWS

May 1, 2019by Brian on ADI Communications LTD

Satellite Retune
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Had a phone call from engineer to say when he would be at my address turned up on time ,Peter did a fantastic job which really turned out
to be difficult but he would not let it beat him ,would recommend Peter to any one needing his services ,when he left every thing was working

while others failed to even turn up ,jog left nice and tidy 
Thanks Pete for an excellent job I know who to contact if I need a satellite engineer again 

Brian at Upper Carr
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Cheapest TV Aerial Installation
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Caravan TV Aerial
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AREAS COVERED BY TV AERIAL SERVICES

BEST TV AERIALS NEAR ME

Blackburn, Bradford, Bolton, Chester, Crewe, Darlington, Doncaster, Huddersfield, Harrogate, Hull, Halifax, Liverpool, Lincoln, Leeds, Manchester,
Nottingham, Preston, Sheffield, Sunderland, Warrington, Wakefield, Wigan, York

Contact Us

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Privacy Policy

CCTV Camera Installers

Digital TV Aerial News and Reviews

European Satellite

freesat satellite

hdmi multi room distribution

TV Aerial Installation Reviews

Copyright 2017 ADI Communications | All Rights Reserved | Powered by TV Aerial Services | The Satellite Services
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TV Aerials Sheffield 
TV Aerials Sheffield are only a phone call away, call today to book an appointment and one of TV Aerials Sheffield’s office team will be on hand to
offer friendly advise and get you booked in.  TV Aerials Sheffield can help with all your TV Aerial and phone line repairs, as well as offering advice on
CCTV. We also provide information regarding Multi-room systems, Free View, Free Sat and Sky Q.

Contact TV Aerials Sheffield today on 01143583478

Or direct on the mobile: 07860244274

TV Aerials Sheffield have 5-star reviews making us the top choice for customers who are wanting aerial services and more.  Offering the most
current HD home entertainment systems and with over twenty years of experience and training TV Aerials Sheffield offers all our services at the
most competitive rates. Our engineers also provide Cat5, Cat6, HD points for the most modern smart televisions and audio system installation
services.
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TV Aerials Sheffield, What We Offer?

TV Aerials Sheffield have been installing TV Aerials for over twenty years, our professionalism and efficiency is achieved through continued training
and experience.  Our 5-star reviews reflect how hard our engineers work in order to ensure a top rate service.  Whatever your needs, TV Aerials
Sheffield are always on hand to attend.
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Whether it be a full aerial installation, an extension into another room or a TV wall mounting we will attend your home or business and meet your
requirements.  Further services include phone line installation and repairs as well as designing bespoke TV or CCTV systems for your premises. TV
Aerials Sheffield aim to provide a wide variety of services to all customers and all at competitive rates.

TV Aerials Sheffield offers the most current packages and the equipment we use is the best the market has to offer. With the introduction of 4K TV
and CCTV systems, more and more customers are requesting this amazing visual experience for their homes. Learn More Here Now.

Satellite Dish Installers Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield are trained to supply, fit and install satellite systems to receive foreign channels/programs. If you require foreign channels our
engineers are more than happy to provide this service.  Once a booking has been made the engineers will contact you on the day of your
appointment to notify you when they are roughly 30 minutes away.  This will give customers enough time to get back home if they are at out or even
at work.

On average an appointment to supply, fit and install a dish takes no longer than an hour.  When the dish is installed and the box has been set up, the
engineer will provide you with a demonstration and advise you how to use your new equipment, this includes how to use Catch Up TV, how to record
as well as how to pause and rewind live television if this option is available.

Satellites such as Hotbird, Astra, and Eutelsat broadcast a wide range of Polish, French, Spanish, Russian, Italian, German, Arabic Albanian,
Romanian and Bulgarian channels. Turkish channels can also be received by aligning a dish to Turksat or Digiturk whilst Greek programs are
available on Hellas Sat. Contact Us today to learn more about satellite Installations by TV Aerials Sheffield.
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TV Wall Mounting Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield can install the most current TV Wall Brackets on the market. Our aim is to provide you with an appointment with one of our
trained engineers within 24 hours. When most people purchase a new television they want them to be the centre of their living rooms. Sitting around
the television and watching programmes as a family has been a tradition for generations and we know how important erecting a new TV set is to our
customers.
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Also, TV Aerials Sheffield will endeavor to provide you with our services as soon as possible. Although supplying TV Aerials and Satellite dishes is
our main provision, TV Aerials Sheffield also supply, fit and install a wide range of TV Wall Brackets. The options include fixed or flat wall brackets
which are ideal for a larger television, tilt or swivel wall brackets which are perfect if you require your television tipped towards your seating area.

Learn more about TV Aerials Sheffield and how we can help with an amazing TV wall mounting service. Please feel free to contact us to arrange a
Free consultation by calling 01143583478.

How much does an aerial installation cost in Sheffield?

How much does an aerial installation cost in Sheffield? TV Aerials Sheffield are on hand 6 days a week to help and advice about any of the services
that we offer.  From TV Aerial Installations, Phone Lines or CCTV Systems we are more than happy to hear from you should you require any
information on any of the services available.  We aim to put the needs of our customers first, you can speak to our office staff over the phone or they
can arrange a site vist where the engineers can provide a free no obligation quote.

In some areas of Sheffield, TV Aerials Sheffield advise installing a 52 Element TV Aerial that would support a number of additional rooms.  You
would receive Yorkshire television. Dont hesitate to contact TV Aerials Sheffield for a free quote from Gary’s team today.

Aerial costs will also vary if an amplifier is required, an amplifier will be needed to boost the signal strength if the aerial supplies more than one room
or if you live within a poorer signal area.  Amplifiers are charged between £49+vat and £69+vat, this is dependent on the mast head amplifier that is
being used.  If you want any more info on Aerials and costs please ring us at TV Aerials Sheffield  and we will answer all your questions.  Call now
on 01143583478
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Show 10  entries Search:

Showing 1 to 7 of 7 entries

Worksop 52 Element TV Aerial £179 + Vat

Sheffield 32 Element Aerial £139+ Vat

Dronfield 15 Element Aerial £99+ Vat

Hope Valley 20 Element Aerial £119+ Vat

Chesterfield 15 Element Aerial £99+ Vat

Rotherham 32 Element Aerial £139+ Vat

Mexborough 52 Element TV Aerial £179 + Vat

Barnsley 20 Element Aerial £119+ Vat

Area  Aerial Needed  Price 

Previous Next 
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Sheffield Freeview Aerials 

Many homes use a High Gain Freeview Aerial as some areas of Sheffield are known for the poor reception, within these areas customers may opt
for a Satellite installation, as these are best when the reception is poor, however, a High Gain aerial will work just as well. TV Aerials Sheffield can
install a 52 element High Gain aerial to ensure that customers receive the best quality reception within their homes.

This will enable you to receive all the available Freeview television and radio channels. A Freeview aerial would most commonly be installed onto
the roof and a pole may be required to lift it to ensure the best reception is picked up. A standard Aerial Installation would include the aerial, cabling,
lashing kit and bracket.  As stated in areas of poor reception a larger pole may be required.

CAT5 Ethernet Cable Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield specialise in installing turnkey Cat 5e, Cat 6 and Fibre Optic cabling.  Our engineers will supply and install all the cabling that is
required to set up your main communications system within your home or business. Call us today for all your DATA Cabling Service options
07850636902.

The engineers at TV Aerials Sheffield will come out to your property to discuss, plan and create a bespoke communication system to suit your
premises and budget.  TV Aerials Sheffield can also test and investigate faults on an existing system. The service we provide is cost-effective and all
work is covered with a twelve-month warranty.  Please feel free to read our reviews which express the genuine feelings of satisfaction and
appreciation from our previous customers across Sheffield.

TV Aerials Sheffield guarantee that we will customise your system to suit your requirements, whether it be a home system or for business premises. 
We appreciate that within most modern-day working establishments CAT5/6 Data cabling is fundamental to any office set up.  Call us free for
advising and information 01143583478
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Sheffield Smart TV Installation

Using internet connectivity Tv Aerials Sheffield can set up your Smart/Internet televisions enabling additional programs and online apps.  A simple
way to describe how the Smart TV works is to describe it as having a built in computer that can be accessed via the TV screen.  Through a Smart
TV you can access various online services, web browsing, social media, online messaging and much more.  Smart TV’s have fast become the most
popular choice for homes and families.

Smart TV’s allow you to stream media from phones or computers onto your TV through a system called DLNA.  For any questions or queries relating
to Smart TV Installations or help purchasing a TV, call TV Aerials Sheffield who would be happy to provide you with the information and knowledge
that you require.

TV Aerials Sheffield can offer the best Smart TV Installation service throughout the Sheffield area.  We will even help you set up Netflix or Amazon. 
To learn more about Smart TV Installations call us now on 07850636902

CCTV Installation Sheffield

At TV Aerials Sheffield we also supply, fit and install CCTV Camera Systems.  Using Hikvision and QViz systems customers are able to view their
homes or business premises through their mobile phones and other devices, this ensures peace of mind from wherever you may be.  We can help
design the perfect bespoke camera system to suit your requirements and budget.  The systems ensure you can view your property from anywhere in
the world.  Remote access is compatible with Windows apps, Android, iOS and iPhones.

Theft can course a serious financial burden, regardless of whether it is in a home or business.  Intruders, burglars or even employees can all be
deterred from theft or damage if a CCTV system is installed.  TV Aerials Sheffield will arrange an appointment with an engineer who will call and
survey the site, discuss the various camera systems and provide you with a quote.

TV Aerials Sheffield only provide high-quality CCTV systems which can be tailored to suit your individual requirements.  A free site survey is offered
and the engineer will come along and advise on the best system for your property.  With every installation comes a twelve-month warranty.  Only
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experienced, qualified engineers carry out the work and once the cameras are installed the engineer will provide a full demonstration and
explanation on how to use the system.
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Communal Aerial and Satellite Systems in Sheffield
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TV Aerials Sheffield have over 2o years worth of experience installing communal aerial and satellite systems for hotels, apartment blocks,
universities and elderly care homes.  These systems are installed in a completely different way to a domestic single aerial or dish.  These communal
systems have to be planned and designed to serve multiple televisions, all from the same system, ensuring a perfect picture for each individual
property.

Precise planning and preparation is required before the IRS aerial and satellite system is introduced, as the system must have the ability to service
multiple televisions.  As SkyQ is fast becoming the popular choice, we can also future proof a satellite system for the SkyQ change over.  TV Aerials
Sheffield can supply systems that will receive digital television, Sky Q, CCTV as well as a variety of foreign channels.

For More Information On Communal Systems please call us now on 01143583478

WIFI Installation in Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield can offer full home wireless systems, boost your WIFI throughout your home or business and all at competitive prices.  Our
service is reliable, rapid and doesn’t break the bank.  Call today and TV Aerials Sheffield can come and assess your WIFI, offering advise, repairs
and installations.

Through a visit our trained engineers can then advise whether it would be best to install a Cat5 cabled or a wireless system at the site.  The
engineers will also ensure that the signal is at its optimum strength throughout the property.  Often the most effective way to transmit a good signal
throughout the house is to install a combination of wired and wireless.  This enables the signal to be distributed more evenly.

Alternatively a wireless mesh WiFi system like the Ubiquity or TP link system can be installed. This is the most superior WiFi home and business
network system. Also sometimes a simple access point WiFi network, installed onto every floor, as well as assigning a different SSID if needed, will
separate the network.

Call the office today on 01143583478
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Sheffield’s Wireless CCTV Door Bell Installations

Do you keep missing the doorbell or the delivery man?  TV Aerials Sheffield are now installing revolutionary doorbells that can be answered via your
mobile phone wherever you may be.  The latest wireless video doorbells can be installed at your property form £199+vat, they include a chime to go
inside your property as well as phone alerts.

Through the door bells video phone alert you can speak to the caller through the wireless doorbell and instruct them on where to leave a parcel, this
way you will never miss a delivery or a caller at your property.  The wireless doorbells also have motion detection.

I you would like advise and information on the doorbells then TV Aerials Sheffield are more than happy to come out and give you a demonstration
and familiarise you with the easy to use app.  Simply make an appointment with the office staff on 07850636902 and we will call.  The app is so easy
to use for all the family.

The video doorbell is becoming ever more popular, call today for more information or to book an installation.

In fact, if your still not too sure then TV Aerials Sheffield will come to your home or business and let you try one free of charge. Because we are so
sure

Sheffield Telephone Repairs 

At TV Aerials Sheffield we do not charge for coming out to the property or by the hour.  Leading phone companies often charge to attend as well as
further hefty charges for fault finding and repairs. These can be as much as £120 per hour.  Our independent engineers will attend your property,
investigate and identify the problem before giving you a quote for the work that is required.  As long as you are happy with the quote they will then
carry out the repair, installation or any other maintenance work that is required.

Our local Sheffield engineers can also test broadband speeds and again improve this, if it is necessary.  We also offer connection solutions and
additional sockets for half the cost of BT and we don’t have long time scales, our engineers will attend within a couple of days, not weeks.
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Feel free to call for all your telephone and internet requirements.    We offer so many services, from telephone and Broadband Faults, Telephone
Landline Faults, Cable Extension, Socket Installation as well as Cisco Phone Systems Installation, Maintenance, Modem, and Switch Installation
and Office Network VoIP Phone installation.

We will attend your premises at the first opportunity 01143583478
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Home Theatre System Installations Sheffield

For help and advise on designing and installing a home cinema system within your property, TV Aerials sheffield have over twenty years worth of
experience in the service.  Nowadays there are so many differing systems on the market, we at TV Aerials Sheffield can explain and inform you
about  the various equipment and help you to create a bespoke cinema within your property.  We have installed home cinema into basements, lofts,
out buildings and even garages.

It is important that we design to suit your specific requirements but most importantly, your budget.  Our competent team of staff will deliver your
cinema system, which will then all be managed and maintained by TV Aerials Sheffield.
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With a years warranty you will have the peace of mind that should you need us, we will return.  We can offer a first class service throughout
Sheffield. Please call us for advice today 01143583478

HDMI Multiroom Distribution

TV Aerials Sheffield are nothing less than amazing when it comes to installing 4K HDMI multi Room Distribution Systems.  Our services enable you
to create any size of 4K or 1080p HDMI matrix using a 1 Gb network and Cat 5e/6 cabling. Whether you require this installing into a residential or
commercial property, we will carry out the work all across Sheffield.  Varying combinations of inputs and outputs are possible, and the system can be
easily extended  to accommodate additional sources and screens throughout your Home or Office at a later date.

We also provide HDTV Distribution of 4K, Video over IP and HDMI solutions that deliver seamless AV integration.  As an official TRIX HDBaseT
adopter and alliance member, Blu-stream is firmly positioned at the forefront of this advanced technology.  Through an integration of the latest
pioneering chip sets our TV Aerial Sheffield based engineers have trained in the latest developments in the world’s most innovative range of AV
distribution products.

Call today for advise and information on this service 01143583478
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Sonos Installations Sheffield
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Our Sheffield based engineers pride themselves in their ability to future proof our customers homes and business premises.  We provide Sonos
Connect services, installing home automation solutions using intuitive touch screen interfaces and smart technology.  TV Aerials Sheffield can
enable our customers to be in control of their homes and businesses from wherever they are.

TV Aerials Sheffield can install audio components to enable you to stream all the music you love throughout your property.  Sonos is a wireless HiFi
system.  Sonos systems can be installed into one room or extended into any other number of rooms within your property, filling your premises with
music and sound.

We offer a number of services, including the maintenance and installation of Sonos systems within the Sheffield area.  Our staff will design and
create the perfect Sonos music system for your home or workplace, then install and configure the system.  Transforming your home into your very
own home cinema.

Call us today to speak to one of our engineers 01143583478

Sound Bar Installation Sheffield

A sound bar is the easiest way to improve your TV sound without adding a full 5.1 surround sound cinema system.  Many properties don’t have the
room to accommodate a home cinema system, so a soundbar provides the perfect alternative.

TV aerials Sheffield have recently been inundated with requests for the service as sound bars are now a must.  They are simple to install and set up
as they can be configured with all televisions on the market.  Soundbars include wireless sub-woofers and wireless Bluetooth music streaming as
well as network access and HDMI & optical connections. Adding a soundbar or speaker system increases the quality of your sound phenomenally. 
A sound bar can be added to any television as the audio outputs are now standard on the televisions of today.

Please get in touch if you are considering purchasing a soundbar we would be more than happy to help and inform you on the various speakers on
the market.
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Audiovisual Installations within Sheffield
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TV Aerials Sheffield have trained engineers who can design and take care of all of the tunings.  This will allow you to make the most of your
components without having to do any of the installations on your own.  We can also hide the wires, ensure that everything is programmed to a single
remote, and much more.

When you are considering purchasing an audio and video system for your home or business, please call us at TV Aerials Sheffield and we will
attend and provide you with a quote for an installation.  Our team can also recommend the best audio and video equipment to suit your space as
very often  looking at the variety on the market can become confusing.

Our reviews speak volumes about our hardworking efficient engineers, so call today and take the hassle out of your decision.  Let us help and install
the perfect audio visual system for you.
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TV Aerials Sheffield Signal Level

Central Sheffield Dronfield Hope Valley Chesterfield Barnsley
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TV Aerials Sheffield

Waleswood Industrial Estate 
Waleswood Road 
Sheffield 
S26 5PY 
01143583478 
08000132341 
07860244274 
adicommunications@outlook.com 
TV Aerials Sheffield
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Please Leave TV Aerials Sheffield an Amazing Review

At TV Aerials Sheffield we get a kick out of inspiring our customers, the chance to impart to you real customer satisfaction, a small review is all we
ask from our loyal clients.  These are the things that make us attractive to others – addressing your needs and surpassing your expectations.  There
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is nothing more satisfying than seeing our clients completely satisfied with their TV Aerial Installation.  Please take time to read through our reviews,
or write a little comment TV Aerials Sheffield are more than happy to hear from our loyal customers since 1999.

Areas Covered by TV Aerials Sheffield

Sheffield, Dronfield, Hope Valley, Chesterfield, Rotherham, Mexborough, Barnsley, Worksop

Arbourthorne, Heeley, Highfield, Manor, Norfolk Park, Wybourn, Park Hill, Broomhall, Burngreave, Neepsend, Netherthorpe, Grimesthorpe,
Pitsmoor, Firth Park, Fir Vale, Longley, Shirecliffe, Shiregreen, Southey Green, Parson Cross, Bradfield, Dungworth, Hillsborough, Holdworth, Hollow
Meadows, Loxley, Malin Bridge, Middlewood, Stannington, Storrs, Upperthorpe, Walkley, Wadsley Bridge, Wisewood, Wadsley, Fox Hill, Abbeydale,
Carter Knowle, Nether Edge, Millhouses, Batemoor, Beauchief, Greenhill, Jordanthorpe, Lowedges, Meersbrook, Norton, Norton Lees, Woodseats,

Attercliffe, Brightside, Darnall, Meadowhall, Tinsley, Wincobank, Broomhill, Broomhall, Crookes, Crookesmoor, Crosspool, Fulwood, Ranmoor,
Ecclesall, Endcliffe Park, Ecclesall Road, Greystones, Hunter’s Bar, Millhouses, Sharrow Vale, Nether Edge, Whirlow, Brincliffe, Birley, Gleadless,
Gleadless Townend, Frecheville, Hackenthorpe, Intake, Ridgeway, Fence, Handsworth, Richmond, Woodhouse, Gleadless Valley, Dore, Totley,

Bradway,Coal Aston, Dronfield, Dronfield Woodhouse, Holmesfield, Unstone, Beighton, Crystal Peaks, Halfway, Mosborough, Owlthorpe, Sothall,
Waterthorpe, Westfield, Eckington, Killamarsh, Renishaw, Spinkhill, Anston, Dinnington, Laughton-en-le-Morthen, Aston, Aughton, Harthill, Kiveton

Park, Swallownest, Todwick, Wales, Calver, Eyam, Grindleford, Hathersage, Stoney Middleton, Bamford, Bradwell, Castleton, Edale, Hope,
Yorkshire Bridge, Chapeltown, Crane Moor, Ecclesfield, Grenoside, High Green, Oughtibridge, Thurgoland, Wharncliffe Side, Wortley, Penistone,

Thurlstone, Millhouse Green, Oxspring, Stocksbridge, Deepcar, Bolsterstone, Catshaw, Hasland, North Chesterfield, Old Whittington, Holymoorside,
Grassmoor, North Wingfield, Tupton, Wingerworth, Mastin Moor, Brimington, Barlborough, Clowne, Inkersall Green, Staveley, Bolsover, Calow,

Sutton cum Duckmanton, Scarcliffe, Ashover, Clay Cross, Pilsley,
Brinsworth, Catcliffe, Canklow, Clifton Central Rotherham, Masbrough, Moorgate, Treeton, Whiston,

Greasbrough, Kimberworth, Rockingham, Thorpe Hesley, Munsborough, Scholes, Ferham, Rawmarsh, Wentworth, Parkgate, Bolton-on-
Dearne, Goldthorpe, Thurnscoe, Brampton, Wath-on-Dearne, West Melton, Mexborough, Swinton, Kilnhurst, Adwick Upon Dearne,

Herringthorpe, Hooton Roberts, Ravenfield, Thrybergh, East Dene, Bramley Hellaby, Maltby, Thurcroft, Wickersley, Braithwell,
Central Barnsley, Birdwell, Stairfoot, Worsborough, Kendray, Ardsley, Athersley, Monk Bretton, Lundwood, Royston,

Brierley, Cudworth, Grimethorpe, Shafton, South Hiendley, Darfield, Wombwell, Hemingfield, Elsecar, Hoyland, Jump, Blacker Hill, Barugh
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Create your own review

TV Aerials Sheffield

Average rating:   170 reviews

Apr 12, 2019by Dylan Ambridge on TV Aerials Sheffield

New Tv Aerial

Had some really decent work done by Aerials Sheffield

Apr 12, 2019by Bob Carrol on TV Aerials Sheffield

Freesat Dish Installation

Thanks for today lads brilliant work honestly

Apr 12, 2019by Sarah Pearson on TV Aerials Sheffield

Satellite Dish Installation

Green, Cawthorne, Darton, Dodworth, Gawber, Mapplewell, Pogmoor, Staincross, Wilthorpe, Tankersley, Kexborough, Creswell, Thorpe Salvin,
South Worksop, Whitwell, Blyth, Carlton-in-Lindrick, Langold, North Worksop, Shireoaks, Woodsetts
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You installed my satellite dish last week You did a really neat and tidy job and it still works perfect thank you

Apr 12, 2019by Georgia Townsend on TV Aerials Sheffield

Tv Wall Mounting

Good job Gary thanks 👍👍

Apr 12, 2019by Lewis Teale on TV Aerials Sheffield

Tv Aerial Extension

Brilliant work today from Tv Aerials Sheffield

Apr 11, 2019by Mckenzie Cairns on TV Aerials Sheffield

New Tv Aerial

Brilliant installation today lads thank you

Apr 11, 2019by Cameron Breslin on TV Aerials Sheffield
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New Tv Aerial And Cable

Had my tv aerial installed by the lads today they did a brilliant job and all my new tv Aerial and cable was all installed with no cables in sight
a very neat and tidy job and all works well thank you Tv Aerials Sheffield

Apr 11, 2019by Louise Jones on TV Aerials Sheffield

Sky Magic Eye System

Thanks for all your help and advice I know can watch my sky in all my rooms off of one box it’s brilliant thank you

Apr 11, 2019by Brian Former on TV Aerials Sheffield

Telephone Line Repair

Thanks for fixing my telephone line

Apr 11, 2019by Ryan James on TV Aerials Sheffield

Do A Brilliant Job

Excellent service
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ADI COMMUNICATIONS LTD

Contact Gary Anytime of day 
0800 0132341 
07860244274 

Email Now

REVIEWS

May 1, 2019by Brian on ADI Communications LTD

Satellite Retune
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Had a phone call from engineer to say when he would be at my address turned up on time ,Peter did a fantastic job which really turned out
to be difficult but he would not let it beat him ,would recommend Peter to any one needing his services ,when he left every thing was working

while others failed to even turn up ,jog left nice and tidy 
Thanks Pete for an excellent job I know who to contact if I need a satellite engineer again 

Brian at Upper Carr
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OUR RECENT POSTS

Cheapest TV Aerial Installation

Fibre Optic Cabling Services

Burglar Alarm Installation

TV aerial booster

Power and Coax Cable

CT100 Cable

RG6 Cable

RG59 Coaxial Cable

antenna tv
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Caravan TV Aerial

CONTENTS

1 TV Aerials Sheffield 
1.1 Contact TV Aerials Sheffield today on 01143583478

1.2 TV Aerials Sheffield, What We Offer?
1.3 Satellite Dish Installers Sheffield

1.4 TV Wall Mounting Sheffield
1.5 How much does an aerial installation cost in Sheffield?

1.6 Sheffield Freeview Aerials 
1.6.1 CAT5 Ethernet Cable Sheffield
1.6.2 Sheffield Smart TV Installation

1.7 CCTV Installation Sheffield
1.8 Communal Aerial and Satellite Systems in Sheffield

1.8.1 WIFI Installation in Sheffield
1.8.2 Sheffield’s Wireless CCTV Door Bell Installations

1.9 Sheffield Telephone Repairs 
1.10 Home Theatre System Installations Sheffield

1.11 HDMI Multiroom Distribution
1.12 Sonos Installations Sheffield

1.13 Sound Bar Installation Sheffield
1.13.1 Audiovisual Installations within Sheffield

BEST AERIAL INSTALLATIONS

Home Of TV Aerials
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AREAS COVERED BY TV AERIAL SERVICES

BEST TV AERIALS NEAR ME

Blackburn, Bradford, Bolton, Chester, Crewe, Darlington, Doncaster, Huddersfield, Harrogate, Hull, Halifax, Liverpool, Lincoln, Leeds, Manchester,
Nottingham, Preston, Sheffield, Sunderland, Warrington, Wakefield, Wigan, York

Contact Us

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Privacy Policy

CCTV Camera Installers

Digital TV Aerial News and Reviews

European Satellite

freesat satellite

hdmi multi room distribution

TV Aerial Installation Reviews

Copyright 2017 ADI Communications | All Rights Reserved | Powered by TV Aerial Services | The Satellite Services
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TV Aerials Sheffield 
TV Aerials Sheffield are only a phone call away, call today to book an appointment and one of TV Aerials Sheffield’s office team will be on hand to
offer friendly advise and get you booked in.  TV Aerials Sheffield can help with all your TV Aerial and phone line repairs, as well as offering advice on
CCTV. We also provide information regarding Multi-room systems, Free View, Free Sat and Sky Q.

Contact TV Aerials Sheffield today on 01143583478

Or direct on the mobile: 07860244274

TV Aerials Sheffield have 5-star reviews making us the top choice for customers who are wanting aerial services and more.  Offering the most
current HD home entertainment systems and with over twenty years of experience and training TV Aerials Sheffield offers all our services at the
most competitive rates. Our engineers also provide Cat5, Cat6, HD points for the most modern smart televisions and audio system installation
services.
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TV Aerials Sheffield, What We Offer?
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TV Aerials Sheffield have been installing TV Aerials for over twenty years, our professionalism and efficiency is achieved through continued training
and experience.  Our 5-star reviews reflect how hard our engineers work in order to ensure a top rate service.  Whatever your needs, TV Aerials
Sheffield are always on hand to attend.

Whether it be a full aerial installation, an extension into another room or a TV wall mounting we will attend your home or business and meet your
requirements.  Further services include phone line installation and repairs as well as designing bespoke TV or CCTV systems for your premises. TV
Aerials Sheffield aim to provide a wide variety of services to all customers and all at competitive rates.

TV Aerials Sheffield offers the most current packages and the equipment we use is the best the market has to offer. With the introduction of 4K TV
and CCTV systems, more and more customers are requesting this amazing visual experience for their homes. Learn More Here Now.

Satellite Dish Installers Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield are trained to supply, fit and install satellite systems to receive foreign channels/programs. If you require foreign channels our
engineers are more than happy to provide this service.  Once a booking has been made the engineers will contact you on the day of your
appointment to notify you when they are roughly 30 minutes away.  This will give customers enough time to get back home if they are at out or even
at work.

On average an appointment to supply, fit and install a dish takes no longer than an hour.  When the dish is installed and the box has been set up, the
engineer will provide you with a demonstration and advise you how to use your new equipment, this includes how to use Catch Up TV, how to record
as well as how to pause and rewind live television if this option is available.

Satellites such as Hotbird, Astra, and Eutelsat broadcast a wide range of Polish, French, Spanish, Russian, Italian, German, Arabic Albanian,
Romanian and Bulgarian channels. Turkish channels can also be received by aligning a dish to Turksat or Digiturk whilst Greek programs are
available on Hellas Sat. Contact Us today to learn more about satellite Installations by TV Aerials Sheffield.
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TV Wall Mounting Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield can install the most current TV Wall Brackets on the market. Our aim is to provide you with an appointment with one of our
trained engineers within 24 hours. When most people purchase a new television they want them to be the centre of their living rooms. Sitting around
the television and watching programmes as a family has been a tradition for generations and we know how important erecting a new TV set is to our
customers.
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Also, TV Aerials Sheffield will endeavor to provide you with our services as soon as possible. Although supplying TV Aerials and Satellite dishes is
our main provision, TV Aerials Sheffield also supply, fit and install a wide range of TV Wall Brackets. The options include fixed or flat wall brackets
which are ideal for a larger television, tilt or swivel wall brackets which are perfect if you require your television tipped towards your seating area.

Learn more about TV Aerials Sheffield and how we can help with an amazing TV wall mounting service. Please feel free to contact us to arrange a
Free consultation by calling 01143583478.

How much does an aerial installation cost in Sheffield?

How much does an aerial installation cost in Sheffield? TV Aerials Sheffield are on hand 6 days a week to help and advice about any of the services
that we offer.  From TV Aerial Installations, Phone Lines or CCTV Systems we are more than happy to hear from you should you require any
information on any of the services available.  We aim to put the needs of our customers first, you can speak to our office staff over the phone or they
can arrange a site vist where the engineers can provide a free no obligation quote.

In some areas of Sheffield, TV Aerials Sheffield advise installing a 52 Element TV Aerial that would support a number of additional rooms.  You
would receive Yorkshire television. Dont hesitate to contact TV Aerials Sheffield for a free quote from Gary’s team today.

Aerial costs will also vary if an amplifier is required, an amplifier will be needed to boost the signal strength if the aerial supplies more than one room
or if you live within a poorer signal area.  Amplifiers are charged between £49+vat and £69+vat, this is dependent on the mast head amplifier that is
being used.  If you want any more info on Aerials and costs please ring us at TV Aerials Sheffield  and we will answer all your questions.  Call now
on 01143583478
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Show 10  entries Search:

Showing 1 to 7 of 7 entries

Worksop 52 Element TV Aerial £179 + Vat

Sheffield 32 Element Aerial £139+ Vat

Dronfield 15 Element Aerial £99+ Vat

Hope Valley 20 Element Aerial £119+ Vat

Chesterfield 15 Element Aerial £99+ Vat

Rotherham 32 Element Aerial £139+ Vat

Mexborough 52 Element TV Aerial £179 + Vat

Barnsley 20 Element Aerial £119+ Vat

Area  Aerial Needed  Price 

Previous Next 
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Sheffield Freeview Aerials 

Many homes use a High Gain Freeview Aerial as some areas of Sheffield are known for the poor reception, within these areas customers may opt
for a Satellite installation, as these are best when the reception is poor, however, a High Gain aerial will work just as well. TV Aerials Sheffield can
install a 52 element High Gain aerial to ensure that customers receive the best quality reception within their homes.
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This will enable you to receive all the available Freeview television and radio channels. A Freeview aerial would most commonly be installed onto
the roof and a pole may be required to lift it to ensure the best reception is picked up. A standard Aerial Installation would include the aerial, cabling,
lashing kit and bracket.  As stated in areas of poor reception a larger pole may be required.

CAT5 Ethernet Cable Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield specialise in installing turnkey Cat 5e, Cat 6 and Fibre Optic cabling.  Our engineers will supply and install all the cabling that is
required to set up your main communications system within your home or business. Call us today for all your DATA Cabling Service options
07850636902.

The engineers at TV Aerials Sheffield will come out to your property to discuss, plan and create a bespoke communication system to suit your
premises and budget.  TV Aerials Sheffield can also test and investigate faults on an existing system. The service we provide is cost-effective and all
work is covered with a twelve-month warranty.  Please feel free to read our reviews which express the genuine feelings of satisfaction and
appreciation from our previous customers across Sheffield.

TV Aerials Sheffield guarantee that we will customise your system to suit your requirements, whether it be a home system or for business premises. 
We appreciate that within most modern-day working establishments CAT5/6 Data cabling is fundamental to any office set up.  Call us free for
advising and information 01143583478
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Sheffield Smart TV Installation

Using internet connectivity Tv Aerials Sheffield can set up your Smart/Internet televisions enabling additional programs and online apps.  A simple
way to describe how the Smart TV works is to describe it as having a built in computer that can be accessed via the TV screen.  Through a Smart
TV you can access various online services, web browsing, social media, online messaging and much more.  Smart TV’s have fast become the most
popular choice for homes and families.

Smart TV’s allow you to stream media from phones or computers onto your TV through a system called DLNA.  For any questions or queries relating
to Smart TV Installations or help purchasing a TV, call TV Aerials Sheffield who would be happy to provide you with the information and knowledge
that you require.

TV Aerials Sheffield can offer the best Smart TV Installation service throughout the Sheffield area.  We will even help you set up Netflix or Amazon. 
To learn more about Smart TV Installations call us now on 07850636902

CCTV Installation Sheffield

At TV Aerials Sheffield we also supply, fit and install CCTV Camera Systems.  Using Hikvision and QViz systems customers are able to view their
homes or business premises through their mobile phones and other devices, this ensures peace of mind from wherever you may be.  We can help
design the perfect bespoke camera system to suit your requirements and budget.  The systems ensure you can view your property from anywhere in
the world.  Remote access is compatible with Windows apps, Android, iOS and iPhones.

Theft can course a serious financial burden, regardless of whether it is in a home or business.  Intruders, burglars or even employees can all be
deterred from theft or damage if a CCTV system is installed.  TV Aerials Sheffield will arrange an appointment with an engineer who will call and
survey the site, discuss the various camera systems and provide you with a quote.

TV Aerials Sheffield only provide high-quality CCTV systems which can be tailored to suit your individual requirements.  A free site survey is offered
and the engineer will come along and advise on the best system for your property.  With every installation comes a twelve-month warranty.  Only
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experienced, qualified engineers carry out the work and once the cameras are installed the engineer will provide a full demonstration and
explanation on how to use the system.
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Communal Aerial and Satellite Systems in Sheffield
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TV Aerials Sheffield have over 2o years worth of experience installing communal aerial and satellite systems for hotels, apartment blocks,
universities and elderly care homes.  These systems are installed in a completely different way to a domestic single aerial or dish.  These communal
systems have to be planned and designed to serve multiple televisions, all from the same system, ensuring a perfect picture for each individual
property.

Precise planning and preparation is required before the IRS aerial and satellite system is introduced, as the system must have the ability to service
multiple televisions.  As SkyQ is fast becoming the popular choice, we can also future proof a satellite system for the SkyQ change over.  TV Aerials
Sheffield can supply systems that will receive digital television, Sky Q, CCTV as well as a variety of foreign channels.

For More Information On Communal Systems please call us now on 01143583478

WIFI Installation in Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield can offer full home wireless systems, boost your WIFI throughout your home or business and all at competitive prices.  Our
service is reliable, rapid and doesn’t break the bank.  Call today and TV Aerials Sheffield can come and assess your WIFI, offering advise, repairs
and installations.

Through a visit our trained engineers can then advise whether it would be best to install a Cat5 cabled or a wireless system at the site.  The
engineers will also ensure that the signal is at its optimum strength throughout the property.  Often the most effective way to transmit a good signal
throughout the house is to install a combination of wired and wireless.  This enables the signal to be distributed more evenly.

Alternatively a wireless mesh WiFi system like the Ubiquity or TP link system can be installed. This is the most superior WiFi home and business
network system. Also sometimes a simple access point WiFi network, installed onto every floor, as well as assigning a different SSID if needed, will
separate the network.

Call the office today on 01143583478
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Sheffield’s Wireless CCTV Door Bell Installations

Do you keep missing the doorbell or the delivery man?  TV Aerials Sheffield are now installing revolutionary doorbells that can be answered via your
mobile phone wherever you may be.  The latest wireless video doorbells can be installed at your property form £199+vat, they include a chime to go
inside your property as well as phone alerts.

Through the door bells video phone alert you can speak to the caller through the wireless doorbell and instruct them on where to leave a parcel, this
way you will never miss a delivery or a caller at your property.  The wireless doorbells also have motion detection.

I you would like advise and information on the doorbells then TV Aerials Sheffield are more than happy to come out and give you a demonstration
and familiarise you with the easy to use app.  Simply make an appointment with the office staff on 07850636902 and we will call.  The app is so easy
to use for all the family.

The video doorbell is becoming ever more popular, call today for more information or to book an installation.

In fact, if your still not too sure then TV Aerials Sheffield will come to your home or business and let you try one free of charge. Because we are so
sure

Sheffield Telephone Repairs 

At TV Aerials Sheffield we do not charge for coming out to the property or by the hour.  Leading phone companies often charge to attend as well as
further hefty charges for fault finding and repairs. These can be as much as £120 per hour.  Our independent engineers will attend your property,
investigate and identify the problem before giving you a quote for the work that is required.  As long as you are happy with the quote they will then
carry out the repair, installation or any other maintenance work that is required.

Our local Sheffield engineers can also test broadband speeds and again improve this, if it is necessary.  We also offer connection solutions and
additional sockets for half the cost of BT and we don’t have long time scales, our engineers will attend within a couple of days, not weeks.
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Feel free to call for all your telephone and internet requirements.    We offer so many services, from telephone and Broadband Faults, Telephone
Landline Faults, Cable Extension, Socket Installation as well as Cisco Phone Systems Installation, Maintenance, Modem, and Switch Installation
and Office Network VoIP Phone installation.

We will attend your premises at the first opportunity 01143583478
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Home Theatre System Installations Sheffield

For help and advise on designing and installing a home cinema system within your property, TV Aerials sheffield have over twenty years worth of
experience in the service.  Nowadays there are so many differing systems on the market, we at TV Aerials Sheffield can explain and inform you
about  the various equipment and help you to create a bespoke cinema within your property.  We have installed home cinema into basements, lofts,
out buildings and even garages.

It is important that we design to suit your specific requirements but most importantly, your budget.  Our competent team of staff will deliver your
cinema system, which will then all be managed and maintained by TV Aerials Sheffield.
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With a years warranty you will have the peace of mind that should you need us, we will return.  We can offer a first class service throughout
Sheffield. Please call us for advice today 01143583478

HDMI Multiroom Distribution

TV Aerials Sheffield are nothing less than amazing when it comes to installing 4K HDMI multi Room Distribution Systems.  Our services enable you
to create any size of 4K or 1080p HDMI matrix using a 1 Gb network and Cat 5e/6 cabling. Whether you require this installing into a residential or
commercial property, we will carry out the work all across Sheffield.  Varying combinations of inputs and outputs are possible, and the system can be
easily extended  to accommodate additional sources and screens throughout your Home or Office at a later date.

We also provide HDTV Distribution of 4K, Video over IP and HDMI solutions that deliver seamless AV integration.  As an official TRIX HDBaseT
adopter and alliance member, Blu-stream is firmly positioned at the forefront of this advanced technology.  Through an integration of the latest
pioneering chip sets our TV Aerial Sheffield based engineers have trained in the latest developments in the world’s most innovative range of AV
distribution products.

Call today for advise and information on this service 01143583478
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Sonos Installations Sheffield
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Our Sheffield based engineers pride themselves in their ability to future proof our customers homes and business premises.  We provide Sonos
Connect services, installing home automation solutions using intuitive touch screen interfaces and smart technology.  TV Aerials Sheffield can
enable our customers to be in control of their homes and businesses from wherever they are.

TV Aerials Sheffield can install audio components to enable you to stream all the music you love throughout your property.  Sonos is a wireless HiFi
system.  Sonos systems can be installed into one room or extended into any other number of rooms within your property, filling your premises with
music and sound.

We offer a number of services, including the maintenance and installation of Sonos systems within the Sheffield area.  Our staff will design and
create the perfect Sonos music system for your home or workplace, then install and configure the system.  Transforming your home into your very
own home cinema.

Call us today to speak to one of our engineers 01143583478

Sound Bar Installation Sheffield

A sound bar is the easiest way to improve your TV sound without adding a full 5.1 surround sound cinema system.  Many properties don’t have the
room to accommodate a home cinema system, so a soundbar provides the perfect alternative.

TV aerials Sheffield have recently been inundated with requests for the service as sound bars are now a must.  They are simple to install and set up
as they can be configured with all televisions on the market.  Soundbars include wireless sub-woofers and wireless Bluetooth music streaming as
well as network access and HDMI & optical connections. Adding a soundbar or speaker system increases the quality of your sound phenomenally. 
A sound bar can be added to any television as the audio outputs are now standard on the televisions of today.

Please get in touch if you are considering purchasing a soundbar we would be more than happy to help and inform you on the various speakers on
the market.
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Audiovisual Installations within Sheffield
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TV Aerials Sheffield have trained engineers who can design and take care of all of the tunings.  This will allow you to make the most of your
components without having to do any of the installations on your own.  We can also hide the wires, ensure that everything is programmed to a single
remote, and much more.

When you are considering purchasing an audio and video system for your home or business, please call us at TV Aerials Sheffield and we will
attend and provide you with a quote for an installation.  Our team can also recommend the best audio and video equipment to suit your space as
very often  looking at the variety on the market can become confusing.

Our reviews speak volumes about our hardworking efficient engineers, so call today and take the hassle out of your decision.  Let us help and install
the perfect audio visual system for you.
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TV Aerials Sheffield Signal Level
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TV Aerials Sheffield

Waleswood Industrial Estate 
Waleswood Road 
Sheffield 
S26 5PY 
01143583478 
08000132341 
07860244274 
adicommunications@outlook.com 
TV Aerials Sheffield
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Please Leave TV Aerials Sheffield an Amazing Review

At TV Aerials Sheffield we get a kick out of inspiring our customers, the chance to impart to you real customer satisfaction, a small review is all we
ask from our loyal clients.  These are the things that make us attractive to others – addressing your needs and surpassing your expectations.  There
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is nothing more satisfying than seeing our clients completely satisfied with their TV Aerial Installation.  Please take time to read through our reviews,
or write a little comment TV Aerials Sheffield are more than happy to hear from our loyal customers since 1999.

Areas Covered by TV Aerials Sheffield

Sheffield, Dronfield, Hope Valley, Chesterfield, Rotherham, Mexborough, Barnsley, Worksop

Arbourthorne, Heeley, Highfield, Manor, Norfolk Park, Wybourn, Park Hill, Broomhall, Burngreave, Neepsend, Netherthorpe, Grimesthorpe,
Pitsmoor, Firth Park, Fir Vale, Longley, Shirecliffe, Shiregreen, Southey Green, Parson Cross, Bradfield, Dungworth, Hillsborough, Holdworth, Hollow
Meadows, Loxley, Malin Bridge, Middlewood, Stannington, Storrs, Upperthorpe, Walkley, Wadsley Bridge, Wisewood, Wadsley, Fox Hill, Abbeydale,
Carter Knowle, Nether Edge, Millhouses, Batemoor, Beauchief, Greenhill, Jordanthorpe, Lowedges, Meersbrook, Norton, Norton Lees, Woodseats,

Attercliffe, Brightside, Darnall, Meadowhall, Tinsley, Wincobank, Broomhill, Broomhall, Crookes, Crookesmoor, Crosspool, Fulwood, Ranmoor,
Ecclesall, Endcliffe Park, Ecclesall Road, Greystones, Hunter’s Bar, Millhouses, Sharrow Vale, Nether Edge, Whirlow, Brincliffe, Birley, Gleadless,
Gleadless Townend, Frecheville, Hackenthorpe, Intake, Ridgeway, Fence, Handsworth, Richmond, Woodhouse, Gleadless Valley, Dore, Totley,

Bradway,Coal Aston, Dronfield, Dronfield Woodhouse, Holmesfield, Unstone, Beighton, Crystal Peaks, Halfway, Mosborough, Owlthorpe, Sothall,
Waterthorpe, Westfield, Eckington, Killamarsh, Renishaw, Spinkhill, Anston, Dinnington, Laughton-en-le-Morthen, Aston, Aughton, Harthill, Kiveton

Park, Swallownest, Todwick, Wales, Calver, Eyam, Grindleford, Hathersage, Stoney Middleton, Bamford, Bradwell, Castleton, Edale, Hope,
Yorkshire Bridge, Chapeltown, Crane Moor, Ecclesfield, Grenoside, High Green, Oughtibridge, Thurgoland, Wharncliffe Side, Wortley, Penistone,

Thurlstone, Millhouse Green, Oxspring, Stocksbridge, Deepcar, Bolsterstone, Catshaw, Hasland, North Chesterfield, Old Whittington, Holymoorside,
Grassmoor, North Wingfield, Tupton, Wingerworth, Mastin Moor, Brimington, Barlborough, Clowne, Inkersall Green, Staveley, Bolsover, Calow,

Sutton cum Duckmanton, Scarcliffe, Ashover, Clay Cross, Pilsley,
Brinsworth, Catcliffe, Canklow, Clifton Central Rotherham, Masbrough, Moorgate, Treeton, Whiston,

Greasbrough, Kimberworth, Rockingham, Thorpe Hesley, Munsborough, Scholes, Ferham, Rawmarsh, Wentworth, Parkgate, Bolton-on-
Dearne, Goldthorpe, Thurnscoe, Brampton, Wath-on-Dearne, West Melton, Mexborough, Swinton, Kilnhurst, Adwick Upon Dearne,

Herringthorpe, Hooton Roberts, Ravenfield, Thrybergh, East Dene, Bramley Hellaby, Maltby, Thurcroft, Wickersley, Braithwell,
Central Barnsley, Birdwell, Stairfoot, Worsborough, Kendray, Ardsley, Athersley, Monk Bretton, Lundwood, Royston,

Brierley, Cudworth, Grimethorpe, Shafton, South Hiendley, Darfield, Wombwell, Hemingfield, Elsecar, Hoyland, Jump, Blacker Hill, Barugh
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Create your own review

TV Aerials Sheffield

Average rating:   170 reviews

Apr 12, 2019by Dylan Ambridge on TV Aerials Sheffield

New Tv Aerial

Had some really decent work done by Aerials Sheffield

Apr 12, 2019by Bob Carrol on TV Aerials Sheffield

Freesat Dish Installation

Thanks for today lads brilliant work honestly

Apr 12, 2019by Sarah Pearson on TV Aerials Sheffield

Satellite Dish Installation

Green, Cawthorne, Darton, Dodworth, Gawber, Mapplewell, Pogmoor, Staincross, Wilthorpe, Tankersley, Kexborough, Creswell, Thorpe Salvin,
South Worksop, Whitwell, Blyth, Carlton-in-Lindrick, Langold, North Worksop, Shireoaks, Woodsetts
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You installed my satellite dish last week You did a really neat and tidy job and it still works perfect thank you

Apr 12, 2019by Georgia Townsend on TV Aerials Sheffield

Tv Wall Mounting

Good job Gary thanks 👍👍

Apr 12, 2019by Lewis Teale on TV Aerials Sheffield

Tv Aerial Extension

Brilliant work today from Tv Aerials Sheffield

Apr 11, 2019by Mckenzie Cairns on TV Aerials Sheffield

New Tv Aerial

Brilliant installation today lads thank you

Apr 11, 2019by Cameron Breslin on TV Aerials Sheffield
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New Tv Aerial And Cable

Had my tv aerial installed by the lads today they did a brilliant job and all my new tv Aerial and cable was all installed with no cables in sight
a very neat and tidy job and all works well thank you Tv Aerials Sheffield

Apr 11, 2019by Louise Jones on TV Aerials Sheffield

Sky Magic Eye System

Thanks for all your help and advice I know can watch my sky in all my rooms off of one box it’s brilliant thank you

Apr 11, 2019by Brian Former on TV Aerials Sheffield

Telephone Line Repair

Thanks for fixing my telephone line

Apr 11, 2019by Ryan James on TV Aerials Sheffield

Do A Brilliant Job

Excellent service
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ADI COMMUNICATIONS LTD

Contact Gary Anytime of day 
0800 0132341 
07860244274 

Email Now

REVIEWS

May 1, 2019by Brian on ADI Communications LTD

Satellite Retune
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Had a phone call from engineer to say when he would be at my address turned up on time ,Peter did a fantastic job which really turned out
to be difficult but he would not let it beat him ,would recommend Peter to any one needing his services ,when he left every thing was working

while others failed to even turn up ,jog left nice and tidy 
Thanks Pete for an excellent job I know who to contact if I need a satellite engineer again 

Brian at Upper Carr
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Cheapest TV Aerial Installation

Fibre Optic Cabling Services

Burglar Alarm Installation
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Caravan TV Aerial
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AREAS COVERED BY TV AERIAL SERVICES

BEST TV AERIALS NEAR ME

Blackburn, Bradford, Bolton, Chester, Crewe, Darlington, Doncaster, Huddersfield, Harrogate, Hull, Halifax, Liverpool, Lincoln, Leeds, Manchester,
Nottingham, Preston, Sheffield, Sunderland, Warrington, Wakefield, Wigan, York

Contact Us

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Privacy Policy

CCTV Camera Installers

Digital TV Aerial News and Reviews

European Satellite

freesat satellite

hdmi multi room distribution

TV Aerial Installation Reviews

Copyright 2017 ADI Communications | All Rights Reserved | Powered by TV Aerial Services | The Satellite Services
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Find an alternative to... Find

Gary Pearce
TV Aerials Sheffield Welcome to TV aerials Sheffield,
With over 20 years experience you will know yours in
safe hands. TV Aerials Sheffield cover South Yorkshire
and North Derbyshire and know where the good and
poor reception areas can be found. This gives TV
Aerials Sheffield the expertise and local knowledge to
provide you with the best TV aerial and DAB radio
aerial installation solutions. All our TV and radio
engineers are City & Guilds qualified and are
Registered Digital Insta...

    

Gary Pearce is a member since 2 hours ago and has 0
contributor points.

  User Sheffield, United Kingdom  

 adicommunications.co.uk/tv-aerials-sheffield
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right, all the lists of alternatives are crowd-sourced, and that's what

makes the data powerful and relevant.

Feel free to send us your questions and feedback on

hello@alternativeto.net, in our discussion forums, in our Discord

channel or tweet us at @AlternativeTo
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TV Aerial Installation Engineer Needed For sheffield at TV Aerials
Sheffield

Sheffield · Full Time

Welcome to TV aerials Sheffield, With over 20 years experience you will know yours in

safe hands. TV Aerials Sheffield cover South Yorkshire and North Derbyshire and

know where the good and poor reception areas can be found. This gives TV Aerials

Sheffield the expertise and local knowledge to provide you with the best TV aerial and

DAB radio aerial installation solutions. All our TV and radio engineers are City &

Guilds qualified and are Registered Digital Installers so you can be confident that

Apply Now  Share  TV AERIALS SHEFFIELD  PRODUCT  TEAM
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Apply to TV Aerials Sheffield

whatever you require will be dealt with competently and effectively to give you peace

of mind. Not only do TV Aerials Sheffield carry out first time TV aerial and DAB aerial

installations but also aerial repairs as a result of general wear and tear, storm damage

or a heavy bird presence. This may be a more cost effective solution than replacing

the existing with the new apparatus. Read More

Job Description

Experienced TV Aerial Engineer Needs For Sheffield Area  
Sheffield S12  
Full-time  
Salary: £20,000.00 to £50,000.00 /year  
AERIAL / SATELLITE / CAT5 / PHONE LINES & CCTV CAMERA ENGINEER (OR POSSIBLE
TRAINEE)

At TV Aerials Sheffield are Currently looking for an Experienced TV Aerial Engineer From the
Sheffield Area that has some Knowledge in Aerials, CCTV, Phone Lines or DATA cabling. The
successful applicant must possess a full UK driving licence, be physically fit, and have a well
mannered and professional attitude. Your day to day duties will include the installation of new
TV aerial, satellite and IRS systems as well as repairs to existing Communal systems. Previous

Skills

TV Production/Videopgraphy, CCTV,
Electronics, CCTV installations and
Configurations, TV Aerials, Freesat, Freeview

Compensation

£20k – £40k  
No equity
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experience of aerial and satellite installations will be viewed favourably and experience with
electrical or Data Cabling work and installations of some kind is essential.

Alternatively, we would also be prepared to employ someone with no skills or experience in this
area with a view to training and starting a career as an Aerial/CCTV Engineer. Some
experience with the electrical background would be a help.

Please Note: This job involves working at height and heavy lifting.

This is a permanent position, entailing a 5/6 days a week. The main base is flexible depending
on the location of the successful candidate and jobs will be based throughout Sheffield and
parts of Yorkshire and Humberside.

The position will be for a Self Employed role on price work.

We would welcome applications from teams and company’s who can supply more than one
engineer. Must have a Van and Ladders along with tools and working at heights kit but this can
be discussed with each applicant. Are you a highly experienced Aerial & Satellite Installer
seeking the best employment opportunity...?

TV Aerials Sheffield has current vacancies in the Sheffield area for competent, knowledgeable
and experienced engineers who can provide the highest level of customer service.

As the best independent aerial installation and CCTV company in Sheffield, we offer an
unrivaled package which rewards hard work. Here are just some of the benefits;

We offer full-time employment. Have peace of mind when working for us as we offer complete
job security all year round  
Our commission package is second to none. If you work hard, you will be highly rewarded with
weekly and bonus incentives  
We provide a company vehicle with a fuel card and full vehicle stock.  
Were forward thinking and embrace new technologies before our competitors, keeping us
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ahead of the game  
If you believe you have what it takes to become a member of TV Aerial Sheffield then we
would love to see your full CV detailing your experience.

Please email your CV to TV Aerials Sheffield, or alternatively contact Gary on 01143583478 
Or Visit Our Website at https://adicommunications.co.uk/tv-aerials-sheffield

Apply Now

What We're Building

TV Aerials Sheffield

Welcome to TV aerials Sheffield, With over 20 years experience you will know yours in safe
hands. TV Aerials Sheffield cover South Yorkshire and North Derbyshire and know where the
good and poor reception areas can be found.  
This gives TV Aerials Sheffield the expertise and local knowledge to provide you with the best
TV aerial and DAB radio aerial installation solutions. All our TV and radio engineers are City &
Guilds qualified and are Registered Digital Installers so you can be confident that whatever you
require will be dealt with competently and effectively to give you peace of mind.  
Not only do TV Aerials Sheffield carry out first time TV aerial and DAB aerial installations but
also aerial repairs as a result of general wear and tear, storm damage or a heavy bird

 Hiring in Sheffield

 1-10 Employees





Location Based Services, Cable, Local
Businesses, Satellite Manufacturing

adicommunications.co.uk
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TV Aerials Sheffield Team

presence. This may be a more cost effective solution than replacing the existing with the new
apparatus.

d free

Gary Sheffield
TV Aerial Installation Engineer For Sheffield at TV Aerials
Sheffield

TV Aerials Sheffield is one of 27,791 startups hiring on AngelList Browse All Startup Jobs  Post a Job

Help · Terms · Jobs by location
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Location: S26 5PY

Date posted 19 May 2019

Price: $ 99

Ad ID: 314697

Reply by email

Home > services > other

TV Aerial Installation services Sheffield

Welcome to TV aerials Sheffield, With over 20 years experience you will know yours in safe hands. TV Aerials Sheffield cover South Yorkshire and North Derbyshire and know where
the good and poor reception areas can be found.
This gives TV Aerials Sheffield the expertise and local knowledge to provide you with the best TV aerial and DAB radio aerial installation solutions. All our TV and radio engineers are
City & Guilds qualified and are Registered Digital Installers so you can be confident that whatever you require will be dealt with competently and effectively to give you peace of mind.

 Not only do TV Aerials Sheffield carry out first time TV aerial and DAB aerial installations but also aerial repairs as a result of general wear and tear, storm damage or a heavy bird
presence. This may be a more cost effective solution than replacing the existing with the new apparatus.
At TV Aerials Sheffield we like to offer an all-encompassing service so if you’re not technically minded we can set up your digital services such as Freeview, Freeview HD, BT Vision,
Talk Talk, EE, You View and Amazon Firestick and if you’re feeling brave we can show you how to do it so there’s no future call out charges to retune the TV.
New smart TV’s can be set up for you and connected to the internet providing access to catch up TV through BBC iPlayer, ITV Hub as well as app services such as Netflix, YouTube
and Facebook. Our pricing is more than competitive as no VAT is charged giving a 20% saving straight away and we offer free call outs for problem diagnosis and free no obligation
quotes.
If you can find a cheaper price for the same products and a service we offer AB Aerials will price match as we want to make sure you get the best service at the best price. Once the
work is completed you will receive a 2-year rolling guarantee. So if you are experiencing a problem with your aerial service such as Freeview breaking up or a loss of TV channels, call
us for free expert advice to rectify the issue. Or if you need a TV aerial or DAB aerial to serve one or many rooms we can quote for free over the phone or pop round at your
convenience.
Satellite Installations In Sheffield
TV Aerials Sheffield is Sheffield’s and South Yorkshire’s number one digital TV installation company.

Sign In or RegisterMy AccountAdvanced Search
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Select a category or Post an ad

TV Aerial Installation services Sheffield
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We have been operating in the area for over 25 years giving us expert local knowledge and know how finding you the perfect TV viewing solution. All our TV and radio and satellite
engineers are City & Guilds qualified and are Registered Digital Installers so you can be confident that whatever you require will be dealt with competently and effectively to give you
peace of mind.
We can offer advice relating to your TV viewing as a satellite dish installation can give you more options if you live in a poor signal area. For example, the satellite equivalent of
Freeview is called Freesat and was created to ensure everyone has the best of free digital TV no matter where they live in the UK.
Freesat and Freesat HD have over 1.5 million customers and offer over 140 digital TV and radio services including HD and Freesat+ which allows you to pause, rewind and record live
TV and radio programmes.
With the right receiver box, you can connect to the internet and watch catch up TVs such as the BBC iPlayer, ITV hub etc as well as app services such as Netflix, YouTube and
Facebook.
If you prefer to subscribe to satellite services such as SKY, SKY HD and SKY HD+ we can offer a maintenance service such as correcting poor signals, realigning dishes and
relocating dishes due to obstructions such as trees and buildings.
Additionally, we offer the service of installing international satellite dishes to receive services from the world including France, Germany, Spain, Italy, Poland, Serbia, Croatia as well as
the Arab world.
CCTV Camera Installations In Sheffield
TV Aerials Sheffield offers the opportunity to introduce state of the art security systems at affordable prices.
All our CCTV installations engineers are City & Guilds qualified and are Registered Digital Installers so you can be confident that whatever you require will be dealt with competently
and effectively to give you peace of mind.
Recent advances in technology have meant greater quality imaging for less money and the storage of CCTV images much easier to access. TV Aerials Sheffield provide the best
possible and cost-effective service from a single covert CCTV camera to multiple camera installations making us one of the leading and most popular installers of CCTV systems in
South Yorkshire.
 
TV WALL MOUNTING SERVICES SHEFFIELD
TV WALL MOUNTING SERVICE FROM LOCAL PROFESSIONAL INSTALLERS

 As televisions get bigger, more expensive and complicated to set up it’s becoming prudent to get an expert professional tradesman into the wall mount the TV and connect the relevant
devices such as a DVD, Digi-box, sound bar and recorder.
At TV Aerials Sheffield we are proud to offer a professional TV Wall Mounting and Installation service. We will ensure your TV looks great on the wall by cleverly concealing the cables.
Please call us for free advice from our expert installers as well as arrange for a free no obligation call out to discuss your requirements.
ON COMPLETION

 Once positioned and mounted the TV can be set up. This includes tuning in and your devices connecting so that all you have to do is turn it on and off you go. If you have purchased a
SMART TV you will need internet/Wi-Fi connectivity so as to make it fully functional i.e. so you’ll have access to “Catch up” TV and various apps on offer such as Netflix and the like.
We can help with internet connections and provide dongles or powerline adaptors to link up.
HOW TO BOOK

 To arrange an appointment please call us on 01143583478 to discuss your requiems and we can go through the checklist with you. You can buy your own bracket but we’d
recommend that you talk to us first as we have years of experience and know that some brackets are not suitable for certain models of TV. If we supply the brackets costs start from:
Up to 32” – £80

 From 32” to 65”- £95
Prices will vary depending on the type of bracket required and the degree to which cables are hidden.
Please call us for free advice from our expert installers as well as arrange for a free no obligation call out to discuss your requirements.
Areas Covered by TV Aerials Sheffield
Sheffield, Dronfield, Hope Valley, Chesterfield, Rotherham, Mexborough, Barnsley, Worksop
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TV Aerials Sheffield 
TV Aerials Sheffield are only a phone call away, call today to book an appointment and one of TV Aerials
Sheffield’s office team will be on hand to offer friendly advise and get you booked in.  TV Aerials Sheffield can
help with all your TV Aerial and phone line repairs, as well as offering advice on CCTV. We also provide
information regarding Multi-room systems, Free View, Free Sat and Sky Q.

Contact TV Aerials Sheffield today on 01143583478

Call Gary Today! 07834549340 | adicommunications@outlook.com
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Arbourthorne, Heeley, Highfield, Manor, Norfolk Park, Wybourn, Park Hill, Broomhall, Burngreave, Neepsend, Netherthorpe, Grimesthorpe, Pitsmoor, Firth Park, Fir Vale, Longley,
Shirecliffe, Shiregreen, Southey Green, Parson Cross, Bradfield, Dungworth, Hillsborough, Holdworth, Hollow Meadows, Loxley, Malin Bridge, Middlewood, Stannington, Storrs,
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Ranmoor, Ecclesall, Endcliffe Park, Ecclesall Road, Greystones, Hunter’s Bar, Millhouses, Sharrow Vale, Nether Edge, Whirlow, Brincliffe, Birley, Gleadless, Gleadless Townend,
Frecheville, Hackenthorpe, Intake, Ridgeway, Fence, Handsworth, Richmond, Woodhouse, Gleadless Valley, Dore, Totley, Bradway,Coal Aston, Dronfield, Dronfield Woodhouse,
Holmesfield, Unstone, Beighton, Crystal Peaks,
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhXPSUXPz4o

Help  | About Us  | Terms of Use  | Contact

Or direct on the mobile: 07860244274

TV Aerials Sheffield have 5-star reviews making us the top choice for customers who are wanting aerial
services and more.  Offering the most current HD home entertainment systems and with over twenty years of
experience and training TV Aerials Sheffield offers all our services at the most competitive rates. OurOf�ine

Like Share Sign Up to see what your friends like.
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The rise of digital broadcasting in all parts of Europe, most notably in the UK has caused a transformation in TV viewing experience. Most
UK residents are upgrading to digital from the soon to be obsolete analog services in order to enjoy more channels being offered by a
number of free digital terrestrial and plenty of digital services via satellite. The popularity of digital TV has fueled the need for
professional advice and information about TV aerial and satellite installation among UK residents. TV aerials, satellite dishes and their
installation play a major role in a hassle free digital TV viewing experience. Proper installation of the TV aerial or the satellite dish, the
receiver and wiring are very much necessary. It is imperative that the entire installation is performed by professional installers having
specialized aerial installer gadgets and equipments to install the TV aerial to an area where the strongest signal could be picked up in
order to achieve clear and stable TV reception. One such trusted and experienced digital aerial installation company is Aerials Sheffield
which has been installing TV aerials for over two decades.  
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Sheffield got a bargain when it comes to TV Aerial installation costs.
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Sheffield got a bargain when it comes to
TV Aerial installation costs.
The rise of digital broadcasting in all parts of Europe, most notably in the UK has

caused a transformation in TV viewing experience. Most UK residents are

upgrading to digital from the soon to be obsolete analog services in order to enjoy

more channels being offered by a number of free digital terrestrial and plenty of

digital services via satellite. The popularity of digital TV has fueled the need for

professional advice and information about TV aerial and satellite installation

among UK residents. TV aerials, satellite dishes and their installation play a major

role in a hassle free digital TV viewing experience. Proper installation of the TV

aerial or the satellite dish, the receiver and wiring are very much necessary. It is

imperative that the entire installation is performed by professional installers having

specialized aerial installer gadgets and equipments to install the TV aerial to an area

where the strongest signal could be picked up in order to achieve clear and stable

TV reception. One such trusted and experienced digital aerial installation company

is Aerials Sheffield which has been installing TV aerials for over two decades.  
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Aerials Sheffield offers TV aerial installation and other services in Sheffield,

Sunderland, Wakefield, Wigan, York, Nottingham, Halifax, Hull, Manchester,

Doncaster, Huddersfield, Leeds, and various other towns and counties in England.

Numerous homes in Sheffield use a High Gain Free view Aerial because various

parts of this area are known for poor reception. Some also opt for a satellite

installation as they provide a much stronger reception, although, a High Gain aerial

may also work fine. Aerials Sheffield has the expertise to install a 52 element High

Gain aerial as well as satellite dishes in residential properties, elderly care homes,

office blocks, local businesses, and other establishments. Besides TV aerial and

satellite dish installation, the other services provided by the company includes TV

wall mounting, CAT5/6 and Fibre Optic cabling installation, telephone repairs,

CCTV installation, HDMI multi room distribution systems installation, home

theater system installations, and more. The engineers at Aerials Sheffield are fully

trained and accredited in all aspects of these services.

Aerials Sheffield offers free estimates over the phone or email and OAP discounts a

one year guarantee in order to ensure a complete peace of mind to their clients.

Their technicians arrive at the client’s place with fully equipped vans to carry out

installations, upgrade or repairs on the same day. More information about Aerials

Sheffield can be found on https://adicommunications.co.uk/tv-aerials-sheffield.

About Aerials Sheffield:
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Aerials Sheffield is a digital aerial installation company specializing in TV aerials

and satellite dish installation services in Sheffield and other parts of England. The

company also offers telephone repairs, CCTV and Wi-Fi installation, home theater

and sound bar systems installation, and various other services.

Media Contact:

TV Aerials Sheffield

Address: Waleswood Industrial Estate

Waleswood Road

Sheffield

S26 5PY

Phone: 01143583478

08000132341

07860244274

Website: https://adicommunications.co.uk/tv-aerials-sheffield

Email: adicommunications@outlook.com
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Social Media:

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TVaerialsSheffieldx/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/eliselabottcnn

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tvaerialsSheffield/
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I LIVE IN Waleswood Road, Sheffield, S26 5PY

I WAS BORN ON February 18

MY OCCUPATION IS TV Aerial Installation Engineer
in Sheffield

I AM Male

Tvaerialssheffield aka Gaz Pearce

2 EDITS SINCE JOINING THIS WIKI 
JUNE 3, 2019
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Take your favorite fandoms with you and never miss a beat

ADVERTISE

Media Kit

Contact

Community Central is a FANDOM Lifestyle Community.
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e.g. plumber, Asda
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e.g. Burton
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Category: Television & Radio Aerials -

Suppliers and Erectors | show me more

Address: Waleswood Industrial
Estate, Waleswood Road, Waleswood Industrial
Estate  
Waleswood Road  
Yorkshire  
Sheffield  
South Yorkshire  
S26 5PY  

 Landline: 0114 35... 

 Show me directions to TV Aerials Sheffield

××

TV Aerials Sheffield
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 Website: adicommunications.co.uk/tv-aerials-
sheffield 
 Message now

 TVaerialsSheffieldx
 
 @eliselabottcnn

 TV Aerials Sheffield, CCTV Sheffield, TV Wall
Mounting Sheffield

 Report a problem with this listing

Business Profile

TV Aerials Sheffield Welcome to TV aerials
Sheffield, With over 20 years experiance you will
know your in safe hands. TV Aerials Sheffield cover
South Yorkshire and North Derbyshire and know
where the good and poor reception areas can be
found. 
This gives TV Aerials Sheffield the expertise and local
knowledge to provide you with the best TV aerial and
DAB radio aerial installation solutions. All our TV and
radio engineers are City & Guilds qualified and are
Registered Digital Installers so you can be confident
that whatever you require will be dealt with
competently and effectively to give you peace of
mind. 
Not only do TV Aerials Sheffield carry out first time
TV aerial and DAB aerial installations but also aerial
repairs as a result of general wear and tear, storm
damage or a heavy bird presence. This may be a
more cost effective solution than replacing the
existing with new apparatus. 
 

Visa Mastercard
Cash Paypal
Stripe Cheque
Bank Transfer

Opening Hours

Monday to Friday 
08:00 to 20:00

Saturday to Sunday 
Closed

Special Offers

Cheap TV Aerial Installation i
One High Gain TV Aerial That Will Get
reception anywhere in Sheffield for just
£99

More Details

Terms: Must be from Sheffield

Payment Methods

We accept:

Documents

 TV Aerials Sheffield
 Satellites Sheffield
 TV Wall Mounting Sheffield

Expires: 11th June 2020
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At TV Aerials Sheffield we like to offer an all
encompassing service so if you're not technically
minded we can set up your digital service such as
Freeview, Freeview HD, BT Vision, Talk Talk, EE, You
View and Amazon Firestick and if you're feeling brave
we can show you how to do it so there's no future call
out charges to retune the TV. 
 
New smart TV's can be set up for you and connected
to the internet providing access to catch up TV
through BBC iPlayer, ITV Hub as well as app services
such as Netflix, YouTube and Facebook. Our pricing
is more than competitive as no VAT is charged giving
a 20% saving straight away and we offer free call
outs for problem diagnosis and free no obligation
quotes. 
 
If you can find a cheaper price for the same products
and a service we offer AB Aerials will price match as
we want to make sure you get the best service at the
best price. Once the work is completed you will
receive a 2-year rolling guarantee. So if you are
experiencing a problem with your aerial service such
as Freeview breaking up or a loss of TV channels,
call us for free expert advice to rectify the issue. Or if
you need a TV aerial or DAB aerial to serve one or
many rooms we can quote for free over the phone or
pop round at your convenience.

Satellite Dish Installations in Sheffield TV Aerials
Sheffield is Sheffield's and South Yorkshire's number
one digital TV installation company. 
 
We have been operating in the area for over 25 years
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giving us expert local knowledge and know how
finding you the perfect TV viewing solution. All our TV
and radio and satellite engineers are City & Guilds
qualified and are Registered Digital Installers so you
can be confident that whatever you require will be
dealt with competently and effectively to give you
peace of mind. 
 
We can offer advice relating to your TV viewing as a
satellite dish installation can give you more options if
you live in a poor signal area. For example, the
satellite equivalent of Freeview is called Freesat and
was created to ensure everyone has the best of free
digital TV no matter where they live in the UK. 
 
Freesat and Freesat HD have over 1.5 million
customers and offers over 140 digital TV and radio
services including HD and Freesat+ which allows you
to pause, rewind and record live TV and radio
programmes. 
 
With the right receiver box, you can connect to the
internet and watch catch up TVs such as the BBC
iPlayer, ITV hub etc as well as app services such as
Netflix, YouTube and Facebook. 
 
If you prefer to subscribe to satellite services such as
SKY, SKY HD and SKY HD+ we can offer a
maintenance service such as correcting poor signals,
realigning dishes and relocating dishes due to
obstructions such as trees and buildings. 
 
Additionally, we offer the service of installing
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international satellite dishes to receive services from
the world including France, Germany, Spain, Italy,
Poland, Serbia, Croatia as well as the Arab world.

CCTV Installations Sheffield TV Aerials Sheffield
offers the opportunity to introduce state of the art
security systems at affordable prices. 
 
All our CCTV installations engineers are City & Guilds
qualified and are Registered Digital Installers so you
can be confident that whatever you require will be
dealt with competently and effectively to give you
peace of mind. 
 
Recent advances in technology have meant greater
quality imaging for less money and the storage of
CCTV images much easier to access. TV Aerials
Sheffield provide the best possible and cost-effective
service from a single covert CCTV camera to multiple
camera installations making us one of the leading and
most popular installers of CCTV systems in South
Yorkshire.

TV Wall Mounting Sheffield V WALL MOUNTING
SERVICE FROM LOCAL PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLERS 
As televisions get bigger, more expensive and
complicated to set up it's becoming prudent to get an
expert professional tradesman in to wall mount the
TV and connect the relevant devices such as a DVD,
Digi-box, sound bar and recorder. 
 
At TV Aerials Sheffield we are proud to offer a
professional TV Wall Mounting and Installation
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service. We will ensure your TV looks great on the
wall by cleverly concealing the cables. 
 
Please call us for free advice from our expert
installers as well as arrange for a free no obligation
call out to discuss your requirements. 
 
ON COMPLETION 
Once positioned and mounted the TV can be set up.
This includes tuning in and your devices connecting
so that all you have to do is turn it on and off you go.
If you have purchased a SMART TV you will need
internet/Wi-Fi connectivity so as to make it fully
functional i.e. so you'll have access to "Catch up" TV
and various apps on offer such as Netflix and the like.
We can help with internet connections and provide
dongles or powerline adaptors to link up. 
 
HOW TO BOOK 
To arrange an appointment please call us on
01143583478 to discuss your requiems and we can
go through the check list with you. You can buy your
own bracket but we'd recommend that you talk to us
first as we have years of experience and know that
some brackets are not suitable for certain models of
tvs. If we supply the brackets costs start from: 
 
Up to 32" - £80 
From 32" to 65"- £95 
 
Prices will vary depending on the type of bracket
required and the degree to which cables are hidden. 
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Please call us for free advice from our expert
installers as well as arrange for a free no obligation
call out to discuss your requirements.

Gallery

Video

Testimonials

Testimonials are curated by TV Aerials Sheffield and
are not independently reviewed or verified.
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Reviews

Reviews for this business

Leave a review

Back to top

"New TV Aerial"

"Had some really decent work done by Aerials
Sheffield"

Dylan Ambridge on 12 April 2019

"Freesat Dish Installation In Sheffield"

"Thanks for today lads brilliant work honestly"

Bob Carroll on 12 April 2019

Verified

TV Aerials Sheffield 
Verified ID: 1209205748387840

Verified 10/05/2019 @ 20:31:51 
Last updated 01/06/2019 @ 07:22:39

Learn more about Verification in the Central Index
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 Search

Category: Television & Radio Aerials -
Suppliers and Erectors | show me more

Address: Waleswood Industrial Estate,
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Yorkshire  
Shef�eld  
South Yorkshire  
S26 5PY  

 Landline: 0114 35... 

 Website: adicommunications.co.uk/tv-aerials-
shef�eld 
 Message now

 TVaerialsShef�eldx   @eliselabottcnn

 TV Aerials Shef�eld, CCTV Shef�eld, TV Wall
Mounting Shef�eld

 Report a problem with this listing

Business Pro�le

TV Aerials Shef�eld Welcome to TV aerials
Shef�eld, With over 20 years experiance you will
know your in safe hands. TV Aerials Shef�eld cover
South Yorkshire and North Derbyshire and know
where the good and poor reception areas can be
found. 
This gives TV Aerials Shef�eld the expertise and
local knowledge to provide you with the best TV
aerial and DAB radio aerial installation solutions.
All our TV and radio engineers are City & Guilds
quali�ed and are Registered Digital Installers so you
can be con�dent that whatever you require will be
dealt with competently and effectively to give you
peace of mind. 
Not only do TV Aerials Shef�eld carry out �rst time

Visa Mastercard
Cash Paypal
Stripe Cheque
Bank Transfer

 Show me directions to TV Aerials Shef�eld

Opening Hours

Monday to Friday 
08:00 to 20:00

Saturday to Sunday 
Closed

Special Offers

Cheap TV Aerial Installation i
One High Gain TV Aerial That
Will Get reception anywhere in
Shef�eld for just £99

More Details

Terms: Must be from Shef�eld

Payment Methods

We accept:

50 m50 m

Expires: 11th June 2020
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TV aerial and DAB aerial installations but also aerial
repairs as a result of general wear and tear, storm
damage or a heavy bird presence. This may be a
more cost effective solution than replacing the
existing with new apparatus. 
 
At TV Aerials Shef�eld we like to offer an all
encompassing service so if you're not technically
minded we can set up your digital service such as
Freeview, Freeview HD, BT Vision, Talk Talk, EE,
You View and Amazon Firestick and if you're feeling
brave we can show you how to do it so there's no
future call out charges to retune the TV. 
 
New smart TV's can be set up for you and connected
to the internet providing access to catch up TV
through BBC iPlayer, ITV Hub as well as app services
such as Net�ix, YouTube and Facebook. Our pricing
is more than competitive as no VAT is charged
giving a 20% saving straight away and we offer free
call outs for problem diagnosis and free no
obligation quotes. 
 
If you can �nd a cheaper price for the same products
and a service we offer AB Aerials will price match as
we want to make sure you get the best service at the
best price. Once the work is completed you will
receive a 2-year rolling guarantee. So if you are
experiencing a problem with your aerial service such
as Freeview breaking up or a loss of TV channels,
call us for free expert advice to rectify the issue. Or
if you need a TV aerial or DAB aerial to serve one or

Documents

 TV Aerials Shef�eld
 Satellites Shef�eld
 TV Wall Mounting Shef�eld
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many rooms we can quote for free over the phone or
pop round at your convenience.

Satellite Dish Installations in Shef�eld TV Aerials
Shef�eld is Shef�eld's and South Yorkshire's number
one digital TV installation company. 
 
We have been operating in the area for over 25 years
giving us expert local knowledge and know how
�nding you the perfect TV viewing solution. All our
TV and radio and satellite engineers are City &
Guilds quali�ed and are Registered Digital Installers
so you can be con�dent that whatever you require
will be dealt with competently and effectively to
give you peace of mind. 
 
We can offer advice relating to your TV viewing as a
satellite dish installation can give you more options
if you live in a poor signal area. For example, the
satellite equivalent of Freeview is called Freesat and
was created to ensure everyone has the best of free
digital TV no matter where they live in the UK. 
 
Freesat and Freesat HD have over 1.5 million
customers and offers over 140 digital TV and radio
services including HD and Freesat+ which allows
you to pause, rewind and record live TV and radio
programmes. 
 
With the right receiver box, you can connect to the
internet and watch catch up TVs such as the BBC
iPlayer, ITV hub etc as well as app services such as
Net�ix, YouTube and Facebook. 
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If you prefer to subscribe to satellite services such as
SKY, SKY HD and SKY HD+ we can offer a
maintenance service such as correcting poor signals,
realigning dishes and relocating dishes due to
obstructions such as trees and buildings. 
 
Additionally, we offer the service of installing
international satellite dishes to receive services
from the world including France, Germany, Spain,
Italy, Poland, Serbia, Croatia as well as the Arab
world.

CCTV Installations Shef�eld TV Aerials Shef�eld
offers the opportunity to introduce state of the art
security systems at affordable prices. 
 
All our CCTV installations engineers are City &
Guilds quali�ed and are Registered Digital Installers
so you can be con�dent that whatever you require
will be dealt with competently and effectively to
give you peace of mind. 
 
Recent advances in technology have meant greater
quality imaging for less money and the storage of
CCTV images much easier to access. TV Aerials
Shef�eld provide the best possible and cost-effective
service from a single covert CCTV camera to
multiple camera installations making us one of the
leading and most popular installers of CCTV
systems in South Yorkshire.

TV Wall Mounting Shef�eld V WALL MOUNTING
SERVICE FROM LOCAL PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLERS 
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As televisions get bigger, more expensive and
complicated to set up it's becoming prudent to get
an expert professional tradesman in to wall mount
the TV and connect the relevant devices such as a
DVD, Digi-box, sound bar and recorder. 
 
At TV Aerials Shef�eld we are proud to offer a
professional TV Wall Mounting and Installation
service. We will ensure your TV looks great on the
wall by cleverly concealing the cables. 
 
Please call us for free advice from our expert
installers as well as arrange for a free no obligation
call out to discuss your requirements. 
 
ON COMPLETION 
Once positioned and mounted the TV can be set up.
This includes tuning in and your devices connecting
so that all you have to do is turn it on and off you
go. If you have purchased a SMART TV you will need
internet/Wi-Fi connectivity so as to make it fully
functional i.e. so you'll have access to "Catch up" TV
and various apps on offer such as Net�ix and the
like. We can help with internet connections and
provide dongles or powerline adaptors to link up. 
 
HOW TO BOOK 
To arrange an appointment please call us on
01143583478 to discuss your requiems and we can
go through the check list with you. You can buy your
own bracket but we'd recommend that you talk to us
�rst as we have years of experience and know that
some brackets are not suitable for certain models of
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tvs. If we supply the brackets costs start from: 
 
Up to 32" - £80 
From 32" to 65"- £95 
 
Prices will vary depending on the type of bracket
required and the degree to which cables are hidden. 
 
Please call us for free advice from our expert
installers as well as arrange for a free no obligation
call out to discuss your requirements.

Gallery

Video
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Testimonials are curated by TV Aerials Shef�eld and
are not independently reviewed or veri�ed.

Reviews

Reviews for this business

Leave a review

Back to top

"New TV Aerial"

"Had some really decent work done by Aerials
Shef�eld"
Dylan Ambridge on 12 April 2019

"Freesat Dish Installation In Shef�eld"

"Thanks for today lads brilliant work honestly"
Bob Carroll on 12 April 2019
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Address: Waleswood Industrial Estate, Waleswood

Road, Waleswood Industrial Estate  

Waleswood Road  

Yorkshire  

Sheffield  

South Yorkshire  

S26 5PY  

 Landline: 0114 35... 

 Website: adicommunications.co.uk/tv-aerials-

sheffield 

 Message now

 TVaerialsSheffieldx
 
 @eliselabottcnn

 TV Aerials Sheffield, CCTV Sheffield, TV Wall

Mounting Sheffield

 Report a problem with this listing

Business Pro�le

TV Aerials Sheffield Welcome to TV aerials

Sheffield, With over 20 years experiance you will

know your in safe hands. TV Aerials Sheffield cover

South Yorkshire and North Derbyshire and know

where the good and poor reception areas can be

found. 

This gives TV Aerials Sheffield the expertise and

local knowledge to provide you with the best TV

aerial and DAB radio aerial installation solutions. All

our TV and radio engineers are City & Guilds

qualified and are Registered Digital Installers so you

can be confident that whatever you require will be Visa Mastercard

 Show me directions to TV Aerials Sheffield

Opening Hours

Monday to Friday 

08:00 to 20:00

Saturday to Sunday 

Closed

Special Offers

Cheap TV Aerial Installation i
One High Gain TV Aerial That

Will Get reception anywhere

in Sheffield for just £99

More Details

Terms: Must be from Sheffield

Payment Methods

We accept:

50 m50 m

Expires: 11th June 2020
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dealt with competently and effectively to give you

peace of mind. 

Not only do TV Aerials Sheffield carry out first time

TV aerial and DAB aerial installations but also aerial

repairs as a result of general wear and tear, storm

damage or a heavy bird presence. This may be a

more cost effective solution than replacing the

existing with new apparatus. 

 

At TV Aerials Sheffield we like to offer an all

encompassing service so if you're not technically

minded we can set up your digital service such as

Freeview, Freeview HD, BT Vision, Talk Talk, EE, You

View and Amazon Firestick and if you're feeling

brave we can show you how to do it so there's no

future call out charges to retune the TV. 

 

New smart TV's can be set up for you and connected

to the internet providing access to catch up TV

through BBC iPlayer, ITV Hub as well as app services

such as Netflix, YouTube and Facebook. Our pricing

is more than competitive as no VAT is charged giving

a 20% saving straight away and we offer free call

outs for problem diagnosis and free no obligation

quotes. 

 

If you can find a cheaper price for the same

products and a service we offer AB Aerials will price

match as we want to make sure you get the best

service at the best price. Once the work is

completed you will receive a 2-year rolling

guarantee. So if you are experiencing a problem

with your aerial service such as Freeview breaking

Cash Paypal

Stripe Cheque

Bank Transfer

Documents

 TV Aerials Sheffield

 Satellites Sheffield

 TV Wall Mounting Sheffield
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up or a loss of TV channels, call us for free expert

advice to rectify the issue. Or if you need a TV

aerial or DAB aerial to serve one or many rooms we

can quote for free over the phone or pop round at

your convenience.

Satellite Dish Installations in Sheffield TV Aerials

Sheffield is Sheffield's and South Yorkshire's number

one digital TV installation company. 

 

We have been operating in the area for over 25

years giving us expert local knowledge and know

how finding you the perfect TV viewing solution. All

our TV and radio and satellite engineers are City &

Guilds qualified and are Registered Digital Installers

so you can be confident that whatever you require

will be dealt with competently and effectively to

give you peace of mind. 

 

We can offer advice relating to your TV viewing as a

satellite dish installation can give you more options

if you live in a poor signal area. For example, the

satellite equivalent of Freeview is called Freesat

and was created to ensure everyone has the best of

free digital TV no matter where they live in the UK. 

 

Freesat and Freesat HD have over 1.5 million

customers and offers over 140 digital TV and radio

services including HD and Freesat+ which allows you

to pause, rewind and record live TV and radio

programmes. 

 

With the right receiver box, you can connect to the

internet and watch catch up TVs such as the BBC
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iPlayer, ITV hub etc as well as app services such as

Netflix, YouTube and Facebook. 

 

If you prefer to subscribe to satellite services such

as SKY, SKY HD and SKY HD+ we can offer a

maintenance service such as correcting poor signals,

realigning dishes and relocating dishes due to

obstructions such as trees and buildings. 

 

Additionally, we offer the service of installing

international satellite dishes to receive services

from the world including France, Germany, Spain,

Italy, Poland, Serbia, Croatia as well as the Arab

world.

CCTV Installations Sheffield TV Aerials Sheffield

offers the opportunity to introduce state of the art

security systems at affordable prices. 

 

All our CCTV installations engineers are City &

Guilds qualified and are Registered Digital Installers

so you can be confident that whatever you require

will be dealt with competently and effectively to

give you peace of mind. 

 

Recent advances in technology have meant greater

quality imaging for less money and the storage of

CCTV images much easier to access. TV Aerials

Sheffield provide the best possible and cost-

effective service from a single covert CCTV camera

to multiple camera installations making us one of

the leading and most popular installers of CCTV

systems in South Yorkshire.
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TV Wall Mounting Sheffield V WALL MOUNTING

SERVICE FROM LOCAL PROFESSIONAL INSTALLERS 

As televisions get bigger, more expensive and

complicated to set up it's becoming prudent to get

an expert professional tradesman in to wall mount

the TV and connect the relevant devices such as a

DVD, Digi-box, sound bar and recorder. 

 

At TV Aerials Sheffield we are proud to offer a

professional TV Wall Mounting and Installation

service. We will ensure your TV looks great on the

wall by cleverly concealing the cables. 

 

Please call us for free advice from our expert

installers as well as arrange for a free no obligation

call out to discuss your requirements. 

 

ON COMPLETION 

Once positioned and mounted the TV can be set up.

This includes tuning in and your devices connecting

so that all you have to do is turn it on and off you

go. If you have purchased a SMART TV you will need

internet/Wi-Fi connectivity so as to make it fully

functional i.e. so you'll have access to "Catch up" TV

and various apps on offer such as Netflix and the

like. We can help with internet connections and

provide dongles or powerline adaptors to link up. 

 

HOW TO BOOK 

To arrange an appointment please call us on

01143583478 to discuss your requiems and we can go

through the check list with you. You can buy your

own bracket but we'd recommend that you talk to us
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first as we have years of experience and know that

some brackets are not suitable for certain models of

tvs. If we supply the brackets costs start from: 

 

Up to 32" - £80 

From 32" to 65"- £95 

 

Prices will vary depending on the type of bracket

required and the degree to which cables are hidden. 

 

Please call us for free advice from our expert

installers as well as arrange for a free no obligation

call out to discuss your requirements.

Gallery

Video
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Testimonials

Testimonials are curated by TV Aerials Sheffield and

are not independently reviewed or verified.

Reviews

Reviews for this business

Leave a review

Back to top



"New TV Aerial"

"Had some really decent work done by Aerials

Sheffield"

Dylan Ambridge on 12 April 2019

"Freesat Dish Installation In Shef�eld"

"Thanks for today lads brilliant work honestly"

Bob Carroll on 12 April 2019
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